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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
There have been many causes for underachievement. 
These var:lea with the school, the type of instruction, the 
teacher, the classroom, the home background, and the student, 
but many causes were basically the same regardless of the 
situation or student involved. 
I. THE P'RO BLEM 
Statement of ~ oroblem. This study was undertaken 
to find information that might reveal the possible causes of 
underachievement in the eighth grade of a laree urban hich 
school for the year 1962-1963. 
Purpose of the study. This study wss to explore and 
list the possible causes of underachievement in the experi-
mental group with possible implj_cations for imorovin'.'.~ the 
educational climate for these students. Tho eighth ~rade, 
important in this urban hic;h school, hDs usually been found 
in a junior high school, but it was the beginnin!"". grade of 
this school. These students actually have felt they were 
freshman in high school. 
This grnde has proven one of crucial work nnd activity 
for most students. If they achieved well at this time, it 
was less likely that they would drop out in the ninth r;ra de. 
2 
It was important that this be a good year for the students 
in every way. If the cause of underachievement could be 
determined, this would give a foundation for future work and 
study to remedy these causes es much as possible in order to 
help the students to achieve their best. 
II. SOURCES OF IUF011'MATIOH 
The sources considered the best for obtaini~~ data 
pertaining to the school conduct and academic pro~ress of 
the students were the following: 
1. Cumulative folders i-rhich contained: 
a. Grades of academic subjects 
b. Anecdotal records of previous teachers 
c. Schools attended 
a. Hobbies, interests, and pnrt time work 
a. Attendance record 
f. qecord of illnesses and physical difficulties 
B• Parental occupations and c·ooperation 
h. Record of unusual conduct and personality 
ho bits 
i. Intelligonce tests 
j• Achievement tests 
k. Aptitude tests 
1. Reading tests 
m. Occupational interest inventory tests 
n. Indi viduol psychological examinations 
2. Observation by present teachers 
J. Student questionnaires 
!.i. Self-evaluation study made by the school in 
1962-63 
III. P"10CEDURES us;:;;n DJ THIS STUDY 
3 
The entire eighth grade of 239 students WAS selected 
far this study from a large urban high school. The reason 
for choosing the eighth grade was the fact that most of the 
author's ex:perience in teachinp: had been at this level amone 
specifically designated slow learners, problem students, and 
academically talented students. 
The f ollowin:; methods were selected for obtalnin3 and 
usinr the data for this study: 
1. The students were studied and observed over a 
nine months t school term: about sixty-two per 
cent in one class each, some in a class and a 
homeroom, and s~ne in two classes. 
2. Possible causative factors of underachievement 
were recorded in the cumulative folders and 
later became a part of the basis for the data 
in Chapter v. 
3. All the data in the cumulative folders wero 
studied intensively over a two months' period 
to understand ana tabulate the data needed. 
4. Intelligence tests were used to find: 
a. Verbal IQ's 
b. Non-verbal IQ.' s 
c • Tot a 1 IQ ' s 
d. The number achievinp: 'l.d. th IQ.' s below 90 
e. The grade equivalents to shcx-r the nu.mber 
achieving below grade level work 
f. Percentile ranks of student IC 1 s to show 
the number pe1"formine: at a low percentile 
rank in the sixth g-rade 
g. The IQ' s from the Californin Test of Hental 
Maturity to show those a chievinq- st a low 
percentile in the seventh ~rade 
5. Achievement tests were used to find: 
a. The grade equivalents of the students in 
skills for work-study nnd ocademic subjects 
in order to fina those performing in below 
grade level wor1r, while they were still in 
the fifth and sixth e;rades 
b. The percentile ranks of the students in 
these same study skills to show those achieving 
at a low percentile in the fifth and sixth 
grades 
c. The exact percentage of tho sroup working 
on, below or above grade level. 
a. The ~rade equivalents of the students 
in res.din,.. skills to shmr those readinc; 
below gra~e level in the seven basic 
reading skills 
e. The percentile ranks of the students to 
show those who were achievin~· at a low 
percentile rank in reodins skills in the 
seventh rrade 
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6. Aptitude tests were used to find: 
a. Those whose antitude ronked at or below the 
-
30th percentile 
b. Tho O?titudc of the 0roup in combined 
numerical and verbal reasonins ns n genernl 
indicator of antitude for academic studien 
7. Occupational interent inventory tests were used 
to show: 
a. The percentile rnnk of' their field of' int crests 
b. The percentlle rn'.'1.k of' their tJrpe of intero::;t 
c. The percentile rank of t~eir level of interest 
8. In other areas if they mi["ht cause underachievement 
difficulties of th is :::;roup ware listed such n~: 
a. Health nnd personality habits 
b. Attendance recoY'd and number of nc'.1.ools 
attended 
c. Hobbies, other interests, and part time work 
a. Home influences such as parental attitudes, 
occupations and the number of others in the 
home 
e. Psycholo;-,ica1 e::rn.:minations 
9. Academic subjects were used to find: 
a. The number of failures in the r.rndcs 
b. Quality of students' ·uork by ,;:::rndos or 
subjects 
c. numb er of suh ject fn llures 
10. O.uest ionnn ires Hc·"e used f o-r the students to 
state tho cause of t'.Jeir underachievement 
11. A study i:rns made of the self-evaluation of tho 
school i' or 1962-6 3 to discover tho status of 
the parents' oducet:!.on i:md possible influences 
from the cnvb~onment of the ritudents 
IV. DJ::;FI1HTI07'T OF TEFU.7S USED 
6 
Und erachlevencnt: -ncarlcr:dc achievement nt n level be 1 ow 
the one expected on the b:rni s of tho ~1tud cnt' s pcrf'ormance on 
general apti tua e tests. 
Slow learnor:-cne who from his records seemed to lnck 
ability to perform in the rec;ular grade level of this school. 
"X" prori:rnm in the school studied: -a pro9;rsrn de signed 
for the student ·who did very creditnblo i-rork, but K'.10 could 
not quite do "honor" lJork. 
7 
"Y" ~rograro in the school studieo:-a program designed 
for the student with muc~1 less ability, but who could not 
pass regular work. 
"C" pro~ram .£!:. ~ school:-a progrnm geared for the 
slow learner student who had an IQ between 75 and 90 or who 
had failed to demonstrate ability to pass regular "Y" work. 
V. LH!ITATIONS 
This study was limited to the use of the cumulative 
folders, the questionnaires to students, results of the 
evaluation of the school, s.nd the anecdotal records of the 
teachers. Some of the folders were not complete, for the 
students transferred nna a 11 of their elementary school 
reco:rds were not available. There were a few students for 
whom test scores were lacking. There were not enough anec-
dotal records from students who did not take their olemcmtary 
work in this city, and only the personnl data a.via c;rndes for 
academic work were !!o psychiatric review of per son-
al it y or instrument of image projection was ueea. 1:15.t hin 
these limitations, this study hns given the compilation and 
interpretation o~c the data es listed. 
VI. ORGANIZATION OF' 'I'HE REi,!!'iI!JDER OF THE THESIS 
After much of the literature pertaining to under-
achievement had been reed, that which the author felt was 
8 
most pertinent to this study was reviewed in Chapter II. The 
trend and need to encourage achievement was discussed, and 
possiblo causes of underachievement were also relntoa in this 
chapter. 
The group studied was described, and the evidence of 
strengths and weaknesses in relying on !Q's to predict 
ability were considered in Chapter III. The scores on the 
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests and the California Tests 
of Mental Maturity to disc over the verbal IQ, the non-verbnl 
IQ, and the total IQ of each student were al:::o tabulated in 
Chapter III, 
Tests scores for skills, interests and aptitudes for 
such tests as the Science ~e search J\ssoci at es, the Ioi.-ra 
Silent Readinr:, the Occupational Interest Inventory, nnd the 
Differential AntituaP. Tests were revim·:ed, tabulated, and 
- . 
interpreted as far as nossihle in Chapter IV. 
The health, emotional, and nersonality habits, <Yiven 
in the anecdotal records of the cumulative folder were 
intensively investigated, and the frequency of the recurrent 
habits were listed in Chapter v. Evidences of hereditar~r 
and environmental influences were considered, and the more 
important ones were given in this chapter. Results of 
questionnaires as answered by the students, as to the fre-
quency of various causes of underachievement were included. 
The number of subjects failed, the number of schools attended 
prior to the present one, the total of r-rades by subjects, 
the number employed in part time work, their hobbies and 
school activities were also examined ana inventoried in 
Chapter v. 
In Chapter VI, a surnma ry was made of the n hove data, 
conclusions were drm·m, and roconunend~tions were given as 
to tho possible causes of underachievement in the ei~hth 
grade of this large urban high school. 
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CRAPTI:B II 
REVIEW Qii! LITEqATURB PBRTAINHi0 TO "UNDEP ACHITIVE1·1:r;';TT 
I. TREND /\:ND NERD 1:1.10 ENCOURAGE ACHIEvrn:rrwr 
A ereat educational effort was made in the 1930's 
to wipe out illiteracy and to mal,i::e public education more 
widespread. Retarded end disturbed children received 
special attention in the later 1940's. There followed an 
even greater effort b'J educ at ors to bring education to all 
young people in the 1950 1 s. At the present time, more nnd 
more attention is being .l'._1'.i ven to the students who may profit 
from a college education or oth·or types of vocational trnin-
ing beyond hiP,h school. 1 
The srent need today is to use all tho intellectual 
capacity of students. The need for pe<1'0le in ·.:iccupoti ons 
termed nprofessi ono.1 11 increased bJr Ji6 pe_r cent in the years 
2 
between 1950-1958 accordin('l' to Hood. It wns estimated that 
by 1975 this country will need twice as many scientists and 
1. Irene H. Impellizzeri, "Nature nnd Scope of the 
Problem," Guidance for the Underachiever with Special 
Ability, ed. by Leonararr. Miller, Uurnhin-'."ton: u. s. 
Government Printing Office, 1961), p. 2. 
2. Irene H. Impellizzeri, "Nature and Scope of the 
Problem," Guidance for the Underachiever with Specinl 
Ability, ed. by Leonard-W:- Hiller, {11ashington: u. s. 
Government Prin tinr; Office, 1961), ci tin~ Wood, but no other 
references given. 
anginoers, and of course, the need for teachers to teach 
these students will likewise increase.3 This pointed out 
the need to find ways to improve the level of the under-
8chievement in any group. 
II. smm CAUSES Qr.> U1\iDE?ACI-ID~\n~·TEHT 
11 
The underochievemont .2£. ~ifted students. Tho con-
ference on the Identificotion of the Academically Talented 
Student, February, 1958, reported that "15 to 25 per cent 
of the gifted students in most school sys terns fall into the 
category of underachievers, and in some schools, the incidence 
is even hipher. 114 
The high artistic ability and social leadership of 
which gifted students may bo capable would not be evidenced 
~ 
fr9m an IQ score."" mmy a r,if'ted person has learned to i;et 
along well with his superiors and did well enough, but he 
failed to make to society the real contribution of which he 
6 
was capable because he was not sufficiently motivated. Even 
3. Impellizzeri, 2.£• cit., p. 1. 
4 .t Tiuth Stran[!,, 11\'loti vntinp: the Ac8dcrnically rl1alentod, n 
The Identification nnd Education of the Academicall;zi: Talented 
st'Uaont in the Ame1·TC'Dn ~econdary--Sch'OOl, (Washineton:---N'EA, 
l9$b), p:-6~ 
5. Charl~s F. Kemp, The Church: The Giftea 8na the 
Retarded Child, (St. Louis, l'io., ·i'he Bethany .eress, 19371, 
P• 30. 
6. ~· 
accordin? to test standa't"ds, he probably would not be an 
underachiever. This problem was so acute that Goldbe..r g 
Passow in his Planning for Tnlented Youth stated that !fit 
results in an estimated loss to society of at lenst half 
the people who have the capnci ty for makinri: an outstandlnz 
contribution. 07 
12 
Professor Leta s. Hollin~sworth of Columbia University, 
famous for her studies of the eifted child, said the ~ifted 
student took at least half the ti me to complete the normal 
work and was consequently bored wi. th school work. She nls o 
rnnkad hic;h in causes of underachio vement the fn ct thnt ~ifted 
children often lacked congenial companionship with c hildl'en 
8 
of their own age. They wanted to be a part of their OHn 
age group and not to be set aside because of their ~iftedness. 
They might even feel inferior because their social ad ,just-
ment was unsatisfactory. They misht develop attitudes of 
conceit end smugness and miqht draw away from the very ~roup 
to which they desired to belong. 
Another problem in underachievement was identifying 
the bright student. John H. Stalnaker, -President of the 
1. Charles F. Kemp, The Church: Tho Gifted and the 
Retarded Child, (St. Louis: The Bethany Press, 19~7),p. 32, 
citing Goldberg Passow, Planning for Talented Youth, p. 19. 
8. Charles F. Ke"'llp, The Church: The Gifted ana the 
Retarded Child, (St. Louis: --:r5."e Bethany ~ss, 1957-r;-p. ?2, 
citing Leta s .. Hollingsworth, Studios of the Gifted Child, 
p~ 73. 
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notional Herit Scholarship Corporation, stated thnt the most 
com.."1!on error in identifyin"' the brirht student was based on 
the assumption thot: 
Mental orar-inization is a simple unitary thin~ and 
that IQ or some other measure is about as oerfcct nn 
index as can be obteinea. There is ample- evidence 
that the mont a 1 organization is h ie;hly complex and 
that single ~easure tests are opt to conceal important 
differences.' 
Varying skills and abilities were needed in a highly sl::illed 
and trained scientist, but an outstandin:; historian mi:!ht 
have somewhat dif'ferent skills and often tests a id not show 
in which direction the sldlls lay. 
The underachievement of slow learners. The slow 
learner mi"ht underachieve. In a stud;r, Charles Veit stated 
that the slow-learner wes ofton sensitive to the fact that 
10 
he could not achieve as other·s did. Those students Hnntea 
to achieve, but they did not have the capacity of the brighter 
students. Some of these slow leaY'nern were deliquent; some 
were handicapped; some wore retnrded, but whatever their 
problem, these factors misht hnve contributed to under-
achievement. 
9. John H:. Stalnaker, -"r.Iethoos of Identification," 
The Identification ond Education of tho 1\cademically lf'alented 
ntuaent in the Amet>I"Ca'n Secondary-Scnool, (\foshington: 'i1he 
Conference he"Port, NE'A, 1958), P• 24. 
10. Charles Veit, "How Can 1:e Better 1,:otivate the 
Underachie var and the Indifferent Student?, n Bulletin of the 
:National Association of Socond ary School Principals, 
(hashington: NEA, April 1960), P• 17B. 
14 
Personality trnits and qualities of character. To 
uhat e.l-:tent did a child keep on completin~ tank afte-:-· tr:isk 
11 
and beinr.: successful at them? How per sis tent was n student 
to continue achievin"'.'.? His cnermr level mir:-:ht have been a 
factor to keep him workinf"' or he might have been more studious. 
Another aspect of pet>sanolity was the character of the student. 
What wero the aspects of behsvior on which a definite ~ocinl 
value hns been placed in the mind of the student? It mi'.:'.;ht 
be honesty, helpfulness, cooperation or the like. When 
adjustment was considered, did the student set up the bcrnt 
behavior pettorns uhich uould load him to fit into his social 
12 
settinr acceptably? Temperament, too, mi~ht play~ part in 
underachievement. Some stuoents had more enthusiasm for 
studying; their attitudes were ~ood; end there was not tho 
aversion to study that some of their peers had. Pre jucice 
mlr:;ht enter into this aversion; especially if they h3d heard 
parents say they disliked a certain subject nna felt it was 
13 
understandable why a young person mm not interested. 
Here ditarY and environmental infl uen<.;C';~. The cause 
• 
for ur.id erachievement might be plnced on pcT' son al fact ors, 
11. Stalno!rnr, on. cit., P• 25. 
- -
12. Robert L. Thorndike, and Elizabeth Hagen, 
Heasurement and Evaluation in Ps}.rcholoa:y and T~ducation, 
"{New Yorl<::: London, John l::iley and dons, "EiC., 195~ ) , p. 23. 
13. Ibid., P• 21i. 
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having to do with hereditary nnd environ"'.:lental and home 
14 influences. It we.s impossible to isolate and m-: ssure these 
influences separately. The IQ might or might not show the 
cultural backc;round of the individual. Hany :,roung people 
have had many material p0''1sessions and these proved a great 
handicap to learning. 
The quality of home life, the value of family dis-
cussions, the interest but not presoure from parents, the 
intellectual stimulus of the home life, and the freedom 
allowed the individual in developing were important areas 
in the unde~~tending of a student's achievement. 
The onset of underachievement repeatedly is attributable 
to the home and the parents. 15 The child-rearin0 practices 
and parental attitudes misht influence the achievement of a 
student. Winterbottom said that children uhose !llothei-•r; taught 
them at an early age to be self-reliant snd ind op end ent tended 
to achieve more thnn those of whom less was demi:maea in the 
. 16 p• B 
way of independent acti vi t :i..es. ... ierce and o~·mian in studying 
14. Strang, op • .£.!.!., P• 59. 
15. Edward Frankel, "Gifted Academic Un.derachfo ver," 
Science Teacher, {'Washington: !'JSTS, Feb. 1961), Vol. 28, 
!lo. 1, p. 56. 
16. Edward Frankel, "Gifted Academic Underochiever," 
Science Teacher (Washincton: NSTS, ?eb. 1961), Vol. 28, 
l!o. 1, p. 50, citing 11. '!':1. Finterbottom, "Th~ Relationship 
of Childhood Training in Independence to Ach1ever:10nt 
Motivation," Unpublished Doctor ts Thesis. Universit:s,. of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1953. 
16 
motivat:ional patterns in su~rnrior hi0h school student n found 
that mothers of high achievinc:, boys held dcmocrntic attitudes 
and encouri.:H1:ea verbalization in their children nt an earJ:y 
17 
age. 
'i'lir>iam Goldhcrc; in her studies on undernchie vcmcnt 
emphasized the role of the fnmily status in this problem. 
She found that disruption of the normal family life, the 
den.th of a parent, dlvot"ce, absence of the father, the fnct 
that the boy in the family could not identify himself with 
the male member of the femily, hi~h pressures, ancl even dis-
int ere st were the most common c 8Usos for und crnchic Yemcnt 
1 t 1 ~ h a·t· 18 re a ec. i...o ome con i. ions. 
Too high a premium may have been placed on confo!•mity 
with little attention given to individual differenccn. 
T,1. Stalnaker stated: 
Clnrence F~ust, vice-p-re sid ent of the Por•d 
Pounaation, has recently pointed out thnt one of 
the most sc'l'.'lous dancers of o society such as 
ours is that it encourages, especially in times of 
etress, the d ovelop:ment of tho orp:nniza~;ionnl m~m, 
the social and intellectunl conformist, the well-
- I 
cJ onn 
17. J. v. Pierce and P. H. B01-rman, "Motivation Patterns 
of' Superior Hic;h School Studc!!,ts, 11 The ~lifted Student, Hono-
r-raph No. 2, u. s. Office of nducation, Dept. of Hoo.1th, 
Education, and Helfare, (Uashinrl'ton: Government Printinrs 
Office, 1960), p. 33. 
18. J<.iiriam Goldberg, 11Stud1es in Undorachievoment 
Amonr, tho Acsdoriica11 y rra1ented," Freein.'.'; Cspnc i ty to Lonrn, 
Reports from the Fourth ASCD Research Institute;-1"1.:~.rnhin0ton: 
NEA, 1960), P• 62 ff. 
balanced and well-adjusted individual, and tends 
to Ci~courage if not suppref~ the unique, the 
different, and the pioneer. 
17 
Too severe pressure from parents and teachers to conform 
might cause nob only a poor relatio~ship but also n reslst-
20 
ance to learning. 
Lack of motivation. Potential dropouts, failures, 8nd 
21 
even academically talented students needed motivation. A 
student might be motivated by working towards an accomplish-
ment of which he could be proud, or he misht develop a 
special talent. Being the kind of per son he would enjoy 
being might lead him to do well. Hinning praise and honors 
mie:ht be an incant i ve. Sometimes special pri vilece or look-
ing toward an interesting career spurred him to continue 
22 
achievement. The unconscious need for achievement might be 
perhaps the student's greatest motivating factor. 23 
19. StAlnaker, oo. cit., p. 26. 
_.._ -
20. Strang, .2E.. cit., p. 60. 
21. Carlos de Zafra, Jr., Gladys H. Bnlcom, and 
Elizabeth B. Mitchell, !!fot ivation (1·Jest Orange: Tho 
Economic Press, Inc., 19°b3), P• 1. 
22. .!!2.!i•1 p. 6. 
23. Paul H. Bowran, "Pers'.lnali ty and Scholastic 
Underachievement," Free inr:: Capacity to Lcnrn, (T1eports from 
Fourth ASCD 'Research Institute, (Hashlngton: !!EA, 1960), 
P• 45. 
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Teacher-pupil relationship. The teacher-pupil 
relationship mi~ht be very vital to achievement in any student 
whether he were ciftea, creative, highly intelligent, a re-
luctant leat'ner, 01, a slow learner. Paul 'I1orrence called it 
a creative relationship, a vital coexperiencine: and not just 
a stimulus-response situ8tion.24 The responsiveness of the 
teacher to each and all regardless of their difficult;r wns 
absolutely necessary to the lenrning situation. One educator 
stated "there is reel need for more mental sunshine in many 
classrooms. "25 The teacher should provide a place of inspi-
ration, a place for leornin~, questioning, ooa findi.n'"" answers 
t th . . 26 o ese que s-cions. 
Physical difficulties. DeHaan end Kough state that: 
Young people with physical hDndicnps have the snme 
basic social and emotional needs, the same general 
pattern of development, and the same range of e~~­
cational possibilities as do all young persons. 
Twenty-nine per cent, ap;reed by most investigators, hnd 
24. Paul E. Torrence, Education and the Creative 
Potent iol. (T-Iinneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
I963}, p. 9. 
Ibid., p. 25 
-
26. Willard Abraham, "Hotivating tho ·3ifted Under-
achiever," Education, (Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill Co., Inc., 
Apr. 1962), PP• 468 ff. 
27. Robert F. DeHaan and Jack Kough, Iaent ifyinr; 
Students with Speci el Ueods, (Chicago: Science Hesearcfi 
Associate$,°'Inc. 1956), p. 78. 
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handicaps in hearing, eyesight, and speech. Two per cent had 
cripµlin~ handicaps. Identification of symptom~ cooperation 
with the parents and me clical nuthori ties 1 snd understanding 
the difficulties wit~ which tho student learns as the 
responsibilities of every teacher were reported by Robert F. 
28 
DeHaan and Jack Kough. 
Lnck of skills in certain subjects. A student mi~ht be 
deficient in subject matter areas, but n most serious defi-
ciency could be in readin~. Willard Ahraham revoolcd in his 
study that the ~iftea unae~achiever's problem mi~ht stem 
from visual difficulties, nhyslcal deflciencios, envh.,on-
mental factors, lack of a':lility, poor instruction, or 
emotional a ifficulties, hut whatever the problem, he must 
have learned to rend if he has achieved. It wes essential, 
of course, that the student leern the basic reedin~ skills 
at an enrly age. From this point, guidance, variety of 
reading, consideration of his own interests, varied op~ortunity, 
understonding rendin°: ns a source of r;reat pleasure as well 
as learnin"', and the lack of emotional blockar;e mic:ht stim-
ulate snd corry the readin0 process fer beyond learnin~ only 
29 
the basic skills. 
28. Ibid. 
29. Richard S. Alm, "Tho Roluc tant Rend er," The Una er-
achiever in Reading, edited by H. Alan Robinson, (Ch'ICiGo: 
7rocoedinffs" of Annual Conference on Readin~, University af' 
Chicago Press, 1962), pp. 101-102. 
20 
Hany boys nna girls encountered difficulty with 
subject areas in element nry school; others might have achie vad 
loss on a junior high school level and might have found other 
interests more rewardinr:. Dr, Stouffer, Director of Social 
'Relations, Harvard University, stated: "Clearly, a more 
intenoive statistical anc1 clinical study of boys nna zirls 
is needed at the end of the eighth grade, or whenever the 
critical choice is reached wiih regard to the high-school 
program of studies."30 
III. SUMNARY 
In the past few years there has been o definite trend 
towards great er encouragement for the underachiever by special 
programs and by a great er una erstandins of his problems. 
Fifteen to twenty-five per cent of the r:.ifted students were 
placed in a category of underachiever::iont. One educator felt 
that at least one-half of the students who could mnke an 
outstanding contribution to society did not do so. 
Identification of the underachiever was found to be 
difficult, and it HDS believed that tests often concealed 
rather thm1 revealed important differences. Educators stated 
that the slow learners were sensitive to their inabilities 
30. Samuel A. 
of Acade!llic Ability, 11 
Academically Talented 
School, (v1ashington: 
p. 38. 
Stouffer, "Problems Fe lated to the Use 
The Identification and Education of the 
"St'Udent in the AmerTC8n Secondary~~ 
1i1he ConfereiiCe t'tepo:rt, NEA, I:'eb., 1958), 
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to learn as others did. Lilrnwiso the importance of person-
a.lity traits and qualities of chP.racter in influencing 
achievement wore shmm. 
Pertinent literature placed a large resoonsibi.lity on 
the parent and the home influences for mot I ~1stin2 the young 
student to achieve. Such rnotivr-rcion to achieve - however 
accomplished - i-rns considered basic to r.10st learning. Torrence 
stressed greatly the need for o vital tenchcr-pupil 1'0 el8tion-
ship. Physical a if ficul tics also wore believed to play sn 
important role in tho lack of achievement af n handicapned 
student. 
Lade of skilln in academic subjects especially in 
readins offered o. groat hindrance. Somo felt that all 
students should be carefully counseled before solectin~ a 
prO(~ram of studies especially ot the end of the eirrhth ?;rnde. 
Generally there has been much written about the unaernchiever 
and his problems, and it W'"S indicated the flmJ wculd be 
continuous until more answers have been found to the pro bl ems. 
This was presented 8S e challensinc opportunity for teachers 
as well es paronts to help eliminate underachiovement. 31 
31. Kemp, on • .£:!.!?_., pp. 67 ff. 
CHAPTm III 
THE DISTRIBOTION A~ffi INTERPRT~TATIO'i'~ OF THE IQ'S 
I. DESCRIPI' ION OF THE GROUP 
The group studied consisted of 239 students who had 
just completed tho eighth grode or were working in the rrade 
as this study was beinr"r, made. Fourteen were on the Certifi-
cate Pror:;ram, while the rest were doin~ regular work either 
at 11X" or 1'Y" level. They were the only e irr,hth grade group 
to be found actually located in a high school building in 
this city of 230,000 population. They felt somewhat out of 
place, but they lived too far from the only junior hitr.h 
school in the neighborirui; area, and the junior hi~h school 
was not lerrre enough to house this group. 
Hence this group was put into a more difficult 
situation then most eighth grade groups and they had some 
difficulty acquirin7; status for themselves. Some believed 
this was o cause of some of the underachievement or lack of 
adjustment found in the eroup. 
II. PROGRMi IN THIS SCHOOL 
The program in this school was designed for the 
students to work on four levels of ability. There was an 
honors program, but this was not offered below the tenth 
grade. The "X" and "Y" programs have already been defined. 
23 
The "C" program for the slow learner was of fared in Enc~lish · 
·-· ' 
science; history, mathematics, and education for employment, 
but the elective courses were not classified under the "C" 
worlc. The students did not get a r et;ular Carnegie unit for 
any work except that completed in electives. If any student 
progressed i-rnll enough to come out of the "C" classes ba.ck 
into the nyn classes, he was placed where it wos felt he 
could work best, and he was ~iven credit for the equivalent 
of whatever work the teacher and counselor felt he had com-
plated. He worked at his own rate of speed, and thour;h there 
was group work, the student ·was watched very closely, and the 
classes were limited to 15-20 students. 
If a student continued in the "C" courses until he 
completed the tenth grade, he received a certificate which 
meant that the student had satisfactory behavior and attend· 
ance, that he had ability to work in groups, that he possessed 
acceptable work habits, and that he had progressed in basic 
work skills as far as he was capable. If he chose to return 
to regular> work after the tenth grade, he had to return to 
regular "Y" classes. Three of the group in the fifteen 
certificate young people used in this study want bac1r into 
regular work at the end of the eighth grade and were pro-
gress inc; slowly through the "Y" courses, but with no more 
·apparent difficulty than the regular "Y" students. 
As shot·m, something was being a one to study and work 
with the underachieving student in the certificate courses, 
but there was great cause for concern for the group in the 
"Y" proe;rmn who were underachiavinrs. It might be well to 
interpret first the IQ's of the group being studied. 
III. RELIABILITY OF IQ SCORES 
24 
Strengths of IQ scores. The strengths and weaknesses 
involved in using IQ•s must be considered in order to under-
stand the use of IQ's. One strength lay in the fact that the 
IQ test plus achievement grades has offered the best basis 
32 for prediction of potential achievement. If the IQ were 
high, then effor"t could be made to discover if there were 
other causes why the student didn't achieve in line with uha t 
was expected of him. Cultural background could mt:\~:r-, a differ-
ence. William Turnbull stated that most of the same cultural 
factors which influenced test scores also appeared to in-
fluence academic achievem~t t.,,tl ic h was to bo predicted by 
means of these scorea. 33 Tests of developed ability, there-
fore, were a better basis for prediction because thoy tapped 
some of the basic verbal and mathematical learnine;s that all 
32. Henry Chauncey11 "'Measurement and Prediction-Tests of Academic Ability,, The Identification and Education 
of the Academicall1 Talented-student in the AmorICan 
"§econaary Scfiooi,Washington, D. C.,·1~E0958), p. 28. 
33. William W. Turnbull, "Influence of Cultural 
Background on Predictive Test Scores," Proceedings 19119 
Invitational Conference on Testing Problems, (Princeton, 
'H. J.: Bducational 'l'estTrig Service, 1950), pp. 29-31 ~. 
schools emphasized·. An individual's progress mi !""ht. be a 
combination of his own ability :rnc'l the educational experience 
"ll+ he had up to that time • ..;· 
Another advantage of such IQ test scores was the fact 
that the student could be c cmpared with his own group or 
according to national norms which have been provided by most 
IQ tests. These tests mi~ht not ooint out the greatest 
achievers, but at least they would indicate the p:roup in 
which the best achievement would orobably be found. 
Weaknesses. Weaknesses in usin~ IQ tests might be 
founa in the fact thRt they did not entirely measure potential 
creativity, original thinkin13 md inventiveness. 35 These 
factors weY'e more intanr,i ble and would be found :ma developed 
in other ways, maybe through the creativity of a favorite 
teacher or 2 beloved parent. There were factors involved in 
the administration of the test. Often conditions were not 
the best. One example mi~ht be ~iven of a teacher's cndeav-
oring to r;ive B very difficult Metropolitan Readin~ 'rest to 
a group who for the most part were not culturally or academ-
ically prepared to take such e test. 
The student himself' mirrht not be emotionally prepared, 
might be sick, might be resistant to taking the tests, or 
34. Chauncey, 2£• .£..!i., op. 2e-29. 
35 • .!..£.!..£.., p. 30. 
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might have had homo problems to hinder him. It was never 
cer•tnin how much these played a part unless the administrotor 
was vory observant as in the case of one boy with an IQ well 
over 140 who scored very poorly on a Reading Test administered 
in the seventh grade. A homeroom teacher noted his apparent 
indi.fference and later found that the test did not measura 
the boy's ability which had been shown from other IQ scores 
and .from his demonstrated ability in the classroooi. 
IV. RESULTS FROH LORGE-rmo~NDIKE IH'rELLIGEllCB 'rF.srrs 
The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence 'fest Wfls given to 
this group in the fifth and sixth grades. Thirty-five of 
them took the test in the fifth grade and one-h11nd red thirty-
seven took it in the sixth grade. There were a few who took 
the tests in both ~rades, but since this test is usually 
given in the sixth grade, these were the only scores con-
siderc a except for those who had tal<:en it only in the fifth 
grade and at no other time. Of this group, fifty-three did 
not take the test either becauso they transferred later from 
another school or were absent from school on the day of the 
test. "Fourteen members of the r,roup who tool{ the tests were 
on the certificate program, 
From the raw sources of these intelligence tests, the 
grade percentiles, the age equivalents, the grade equivalents, 
and the IQ's were obtained for both the verbal and the non-
27 
verbal parts of the tests. At the end were eiven the total 
IQ's combining both the verbal and non-verbal IQ 1 s of the 
students. 
Table I has shot·m the verbal, non-verbal IQ.' s of 
those students who took the tests in the fifth grade. Table 
II has shown the total IQ•s for the group in the same ~rade. 
Table III has shown the verbal, and non-verbal H! 1 s of the 
students who t~ok the tests in the sixth grade. Table IV 
has shown the tot al IQ' s for the same r:roup ns in Table III. 
A condensation of Tables I, II, III, and IV mi~ht point out 
more clearly these fscts: 
Verbnl Non-verbal Total 
IQ's 1>ii'tt1 Sixth f.'if'th sixth 1~:lr th S:i.:::th 
Below 90 5 16 6 15 5 10 
Between 91-100 9 22 7 29 7 27 
Above 100 21 99 22 93 23 100 
Those pupils with IQ's below 90 we~e usually placed in 
the "C" program. Those Hith IQ' s between 91-100 might be 
placed in the nc 11 prorsrnm ii' they were doine failino; work. 
If the parents did not desire their children to be placed in 
the 11 0 11 program or if the students themselves did not wish 
to pursue this program, they were allowed to remain in the 
rec;ular program if the;,r could poss their work. Usually those 
with IQ's above 100 could work "in a regular program if other 
factors for achievement were adequate. 
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TABLE I 
D!ST!UBtJTION OF' VERBAL AUD WON-VERBAL IQ'S OF THE FIFTH GRADE 
EX.PRRIHE!JTAL GROUP FROM THE LORGE-THOR1IDIKB INTELLIGENCE 
TEST SCORES{f-
Verbal Iq Non-vorbal IQ 
Range i3oys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
of IQ ts r cf f cf f cf r Cf f cf f cf 
141-150 
131-140 l 21 1 35 1 21 1 35 
121-130 l 14 1 20 2 34 2 20 2 34 
111-120 3 13 9 19 12 32 3 14 4 18 7 32 
101-110 3 10 3 10 6 20 6 11 6 14 12 25 
91•100 !~ 7 5 7 Q lti 1 5 6 8 7 13 , 
81-90 2 3 2 2 !i 5 li 4 2 2 6 6 
71-.80 1 1 1 l 
~:" Only a part of the experimo nt al croup took the tests 
in the fifth grade. 
TA?LE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL IQ 1S OP THE PIFTH GRADE EXPERITJENTAL 
GROUP FROM THE LORGE-THORNDIKE IHTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES 
Range 
of IQ's 
141-150 
131-11.iO 
121-130 
111-120 
101-110 
Cl:; ... 100 
81-90 
71-80 
Boyn 
f{~--!} cf~:· .. ~~:~ 
1 l!i 
7 13' 
3 6 
2 3 
1 1 
Girls 
f cf 
1 21 
1 20 
6 19 
7 13 
14 6 
2 2 
Total 
f cf 
1 35 
1 34 
7 33 
14 26 
7 12 
4 5 
1 1 
-:~-;:- f=frequency (number at each level) 
·!HH':- cf=cumulati ve frequency (number on or below thot level) 
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TABLE III 
DISTRIBu'TION OF VERBAL A!ID NON-VERBAL IQ'S OF THE SIXTH GRADE 
EXPERIME1JTAL GROUP FROM THE LORGE-THOTINDIKE INTELI~IGElJCE 
TEST SCORES 
Verbal H-1 Non-verbal IQ 
Range i3oys Girls 'i1otel Boys Girls Totnl 
of IQ 1 s f' cf f cf f cf f cf :f cf f 
l!.i.1-150 1 62 4 75 5 137 
131-llio Q 61 7 71 16 132 2 62 6 75 E / 
121-130 11 52 10 64 21 116 13 60 8 69 21 
111-120 9 l.il 25 54 34 95 7 147 22 61 29 
101-110 7 32 16 29 23 61 19 !.i.o 16 39 35 
91-100 15 25 7 13 22 38 13 21 16 23 29 
81-90 6 10 5 6 11 16 7 B 7 7 14 
71-80 4 4 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF' TOTAL IQ' S OF THE SIXTH GRADE EXPERIMENI' AL 
GROUP FRON _THE LORGE-THORNDIKE INTBIJ,IGEJTCE TEST SCORE'S 
Range _Boys Girls 'rot al 
of IC'.' s f cf f cf :f cf 
141-150 1 62 1 137 
131-1140 l.i 61 6 75 10 136 
121-130 10 57 12 69 22 126 
111-120· 13 l..i7 22 57 35 10!.i 
101-110 12 3!i 20 35 32 69 
91-100 14 22 13 15 27 37 
81-90 7 8 2 2 9 10 
71-80 1 1 1 1 
cf 
137 
129 
108 
79 
!iii 
15 
l 
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Tnble V shows the same information as Tables I-IV 
except that it was for the "C" stuaonts. The LorBe-
Thorndike Tests were administered to tho "C" group under 
study while they were still on the rer.;ula r prop:rem. This 
table has shown only one student with a total IQ above 100, 
three with total IQ 1 s between 91-100, and ten with total I(1 's 
below 90. Those four stud on ts with IQ' s above 90 mi~ht work 
hard enough to get beck into the regular program. Those with 
IQ's below 90 from Tables I-IV might have to go into the "C" 
program. A student could enter the 11 0 11 pro,sr&n at any time 
.from the seventh grade through the tenth. Counselors usu ally 
tried to place students et the seventh grade level into the 
"C " • f h. l ' rr 1 1 j ti f i d it program l is worr ana ~ eve . us e • 
Grade equivalents from the Lorge-Thorndike tests taken 
at the fifth and sixth grade levels have been shown in Table VI. 
A condensa.ti on of this table might point out more clearly 
facts vital to this study. 
Fifth Grade Sixth Grade 
Grode Level Vernal 1~ on-verbaI 'Ver baI Won-vet>bal 
Below 11 12 33 33 
On 7 9 15 17 
Above 17 11l 89 87 
The large number of the n;roup studied working below 
grade level might be called underachievers. The per cents 
achieving on, below, and above erode level have been shown 
in Table VII. The concern for t~1is study was the 3ti. 3 per 
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TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF IQ 'S OF THE "C" GROUP 
FROM THE LORGE-THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES·:} 
FIFTH GRADE 
Verba! it1 Non-verba! ir£ 
Range Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
.of: TQt s f cf f cf r cf r cf f of f cf 
101-110 
91~100 2 )-l 2 7 1 4 1 7 
81-90 1 3 1 1 2 5 2 3 3 3 5 6 
11~80 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 
61-70 l 1 1 1 
SIXTH GRADE 
Verba! !Q 'ffon-ve rbal I'! 
Range Boys Girls Total Boys Girlii Total 
of: IO's f cf f cf f of r of r cf r of 
101-110 l 3 1 7 1 '-l 1 7 
91-100 3 4 3 6 3 3 3 6 
81-90 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 
71-80 
61-70 
Tar AL IQ'S 
Fifth Grade S!xtfi Grade 
Range Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
of IO's r of f ct f cf r cf f cf f cf 
101-110 1 4 1 7 
91-100 l 4 1 7 1 3 1 3 2 6 
81-90 l 3 3 .3 4 6 2 2 l 2 3 l,.i 
71-80 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 
61-70 
* One did not take the test. 
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TABLE VI 
GRADE EQUIVALENTS FROM THE LORGE-THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE 
TESTS SCORES 
F!rtfi Grade '.Levei·:i-
Verbal Non-verbal 
Grade Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
f cf f cf :f cf f cf f cf f cf 
12th 
11th 1 lit 1 21 2 35 
10th 1 1)4 l 35 
9th 1 21 1 34 
8th 1 13 1 20 2 33 3 13 1 20 4 33 
7th 2 12 2 19 4 31 3 10 2 19 5 29 
6th 2 10 7 17 9 27 1 7 2 17 3 21.i. 
5th 2 8 5 10 7 18 3 6 6 15 9 21 
4th 4 6· 4 5 8 11 2 3 6 9 8 12 
3rd 2 2 l 1 3 3 1 l 3 3 4 4 
2nd 
1st 
S!xtfi Graoe Ee val 
Verbal Non-ver'5ai 
Grade Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Tot al 
f cf f cf r cf r cf f cf f cf 
12th l 75 1 137 1 75 1 137 
11th 20 62 16 74 36 136 16 62 16 ~'$ 32 136 10th 1 42 8 58 9 100 2 46 8 10 104 
9th 4 41 7 50 11 91 4 44 3 50 7 91.i. 
8th 6 37 12 !~3 18 Bo 7 l~O 14 !.t 7 21 87 
7th 3 31 11 31 14 62 7 33 9 33 16 66 
6th 5 28 10 20 15 48 8 26 9 21-t 17 50 
5th 9 23 6 10 15 33 8 18 3 15 11 33 
4th 11 14 3 4 14 18 4 10 11 12 15 22 
3rd 3 3 1 1 4 4 6 6 1 6 7 
2nd 1 1 1 
lat 
·:~ Only 35 took the test at the fifth grade level. 
Below 
grade 
level 
Grade 
level 
Above 
grade 
lev~), 
Total 
On or 
above 
grade 
level 
Below 
grade 
level 
Grade 
level 
Above 
grade 
level 
Tot al 
on or 
above 
grade 
level 
TABLE VII 
PER CENT WORKIID ON, BELOJJ, A?OVE GR,~DE LEVEL FROM 
LORGE-THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES 
GROUP AT THE FIFTH GRADE LEVEL 
Verbal Non-verbal 
§oys Girls Total Boys Girls 
42.9 23.e 31.1..i 21. 1-i 42.8 
14.2 23.8 20.0 21.4 28.6 
42.9 52.4 48.6 57 .2 28.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
57 .1 f16.2 68.6 78.6 57.2 
GROUP A'P WE SIXTH GRADE LEVEL 
37.1 13.5 24. 3 29.0 20.3 
8.1 13.5 11.0 12.9 12.1 
51~.e 73 .o 64. 7 58.1 67.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
62.9 86.5 ?tJ. 7 71.7 79.7 
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Total 
3,1.i. 3 
25.7 
40.0 
100.0 
65. 7 
2li.3 
12.5 
63 .2 
100.0 
75.7 
cent performing below grade level in the fifth grade, and the 
24.3 per cent performinr; below grade level in the sixth grade. 
Many of these students were in the "Y" pro gram mentioned 
before, but there were implications as to underachievement. 
In Table VIII have been shown the F\rade equivalents of the 
"C" students achievinr: below, on and above grade level. Only 
one pupil was achieving on Grade level in the fifth grnde, 
nnd none above. In the verbal scor'es in the sixth r.;raae, 
two were achieving on grade level, and one was performing 
above grade level. In the same r:;rade only one w.ns achieving 
above grade level in the non-verbal scores and hone on grade 
level. Those scores were to be expected from such slow-
1 e a rn or s as the 11 C " st u a e nt s • 
Percentile norms hove been widely adaptable and 
applicable. They have been used wherever an appropriate 
normative p-roup could be found to serve as a comparison. 36 
The percentile ranks in the Lorge-Thorndike Tests wer0 com-
puted accordin~ to nation al norms of the fifth and sixth 
5r9de levels. In Tables IX and X, the percentile rnnks of 
the r:roup studied were presented for the fifth and sixth 
grade levels respectively. In Table IX on verbal scores, 
seven ranked on or below the 30th percentile, and on the 
non-veT"bal scores five ranked on or below the same percentile 
36. Thorndike and Hag en, ~· cit., p. 135. 
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TABLE VIII 
GRADE EQUIVALENTS OF THE "c 1• GROUP 
FROM THE LORGE-THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES·:~ 
IN THE FIFTH GRADE 
Verba! Ft on-vernal 
Grade Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Tot al 
f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf 
5th 1 3 1 7 
1.i.th 3 4 3 7 1 4 1 6 
3rd 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 2 3 3 lt 5 
2nd 1 1 1 1 
iN' THE SIXTH GRADE 
Verba! N'on-veroaI 
~rade Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf 
10th 1 4 1 7 
9th 
8th 
7th 1 4 1 7 
6th 2 3 2 6 
5th 2 3 2 4 
4th 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 3 5 6 
3rd l 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 
2nd 
lst 
* One did not take the tests. 
Pcrcen-
tile 
Rank 
91-100 
Pl-90 
71-80 
61-70 
~1-60 
lil-50 
31-1.iO 
21-30 
11-20 
1-10 
Percen-
tile 
Rank 
91-100 
81-90 
71-80 
61-70 
51-60 
lfl-50 
31-40 
21-30 
11-20 
i .. 10 
Tl\rLF IX 
PERCI:iTTILE RANK AT THB PIFTH GRADE LEVt:'.L FROH 
LORGE-THORNDIKE I1'J'i1ELLIGffiTCE TEST SCORES 
Verbnl non-verbal 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f' cf f cf 
l 14 l 21 2 35 l 14 
3 13 4 20 7 33 4 13 3 21 
3 16 ".l 26 2 9 2 lf ,., 
2 10 7 13 Q 23 1 7 1 16 / 
2 8 2 14 2 6 3 15 
1 6 1 6 2 12 5 12 
3 5 3 10 2 1-i h 7 
h 5 2 2 6 7 3 ~ .... 
1 1 l 1 2 2 
TA%E X 
PERCENTILTC: RArm: AT THB SIXTH GRADE LEVEL FROT-1 
I,ffiGE-THO't!JDIKE I'NTN,LIGBT~CE TEST SCORES 
Verbal Non-verbal 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf 
36 
Total 
f cf 
l 35 
7 31-l 
ll 27 
2 23 
5 21 
5 16 
6 11 
3 5 
2 2 
1rotal 
f cf 
20 62 17 75 37 137 19 62 22 75 .1-Jl 137 
10 42 15 58 25 100 8 li3 13 53 21 96 
5 32 9 43 lt~ 75 2 35 6 40 8 75 
9 3'-t 9 61 8 33 9 34 17 67 
5 27 11 25 1(., r;2 5 25. 7 25 12 50 
3 22 2 14 .. 36 7 20 6 18 13 38 .? 
5 19 3 12 8 31 '-i 13 3 12 7 25 
8 lli 6 9 11f 23 2 9 7 9 Q 18 
3 6 2 3 5 9 7 7 1 2 f ".:'\ .I 
3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 
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at the fifth grade level. In Table X on the verbal scores, 
twenty-three raP.lted on or below the 30th percentile, and on 
the non-verbal scores ei~hteen ranked at the same percentile 
at the s:ixth grade level. The implications a Y'S thgt the number 
o.f students who ranked below the 30th percentile in these two 
tables were c;enerally undcrBchievers at both crDde levels. 
In Table XI, the distribution of lan~uase, non-
language, and total I~ 1 s of the experimental ~roup were 
renresent ea from the California Ta st of 'Mental ::r:aturi ty at 
the seventh ~rade level. The seven students Hlth total IQ's 
on or below 90 imply underachievement, nna the twenty-four 
students with total IQ•s between 91-100 mi~ht imply diffi-
culties of achievement. An IQ mirsht vary some from one year 
to the next. These students with IQ's between 91 and 100 
might be achievin~, but they would be expected to encounter 
difficulty. 
In Table XII, IQ•s similar to those in Table XI were 
si ven for the 11 c 11 students. One boy with a tot al IQ between 
91 and 100, and thirteen with a total IQ on or below 90 were 
performin3 at the seventh Grode level. This ni~ht have been 
expected since the!ie students at this level had boen 9li:ced 
in the 11 C 11 progrPm 8S elready d~.'rnCT'ibed. 
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TABLE XI 
DISTBJ: BUTI on OF IQ,' s OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP AT THS s EVENTH 
GRADE LBVEL FROM THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF 
Range 
of IQt s 
151-160 
llil-150 
131-140 
121-130 
111-120 
101-110 
91-100 
81-.90 
?J:-80 
61•70 
-
Ran!!'.e 
or IQ•$ 
91-100 
81-90 
71-80 
61-70 
MENTAL MATURITY TEST SCORES 
Language Non-language 11otel lQ's 
IQ IQ IQ 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf 
1 87 
2 87 1 qB 3 86 2 87 1 98 
4 85 10 97 6 83 5 98 7 85 2 97 
14 81 14 87 8 11 8 93 9 78 lli 95 
15 67 23 73 28 69 20 85 16 69 26 81 
17 52 25 50 13 41 29 65 21.i 53 24 55 
18 35 16 25 18 28 19 36 17 29 24 31 
13 17 7 9 8 10 16 17 10 12 6 7 
ti l.i. 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 
TABLE XII 
DIS'!111IBUTION OF IQ'S OF' THE °C" GROUP AT THE 
SEVENTH GR!\D:S L~Vr.:L FROi'! THE C/\LIFORNIA TEST 
OP t-.r.r.:NTAL !·1ATU~ITY TEST SCORES 
Language Non-language r11ot al 
IQ IQ IQ 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf 
1 7 2 7 4 7 1 7 1 7 
2 6 2 5 2 3 2 6 5 6 l.i. 7 
3 4 3 3 1 1 1 4 1 l 2 3 
1 1 3 3 1 1 
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V. SU1-il!ARY 
In this large urban high school the types of students 
in each program were explained. The strengths nnd weaknesses 
in relying on IQ1s to interpret abilit7,r Here shown. Results 
of the scores from the Lorge-Thorndike Tests and the Calii'ornia 
Tests of Nental Maturity were t nbula ted. As shown b7:· the IQ 1 s 
and percentile ranks of these tests, this e iE::hth grnde of a 
laree urban high school was a challenge. Those pupils with 
IQ•s below 90 presented n problem for the teochor. Those 
with IQ 1 s between 90 nnd 100 also mirrht present similar 
problems, but if they put forth more effort, they would most 
lik:ely reach a higher level of a chic vement. Tho "C" pro f?:ram 
as mipht be expected showed few students with IQ's nbove 90. 
An implication for underachievement was represented in the 
thirty-three acl-ileving hel-01.·r c:rade levo 1 in the sixth c;rnde 
on the Lorge-Thorndike Tests. In Table VII the 34.3 per 
cent in the fifth grade and the 24.3 per cent in the sixth 
grade performinrr below grade level included many under-
nchievers. The "C" group scores in Table VIII were as expected 
from a slow-learner group at that level. 
As shotm in Tables IX and X, those students with IQ 1 s 
rankin;". below the 30th percentile mic:ht present possible 
causes for underachievement. From the Californin rr•ests of 
Hental Hnturity those pupils with totnl !Q's bel0tr1 90 nnd the 
l~o 
tvrenty-f our pupils with tot al IQ.' s between 91-100 mi "'ht imply 
difficulties in achievement. In Chapter III, the1~ef'ore, the 
possibilities for much undernchievement have been evidenced. 
CHAPTPR IV 
TESTS USED FOR SKILLS, INTERESTS, AND APTITUDES 
I. SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES TESTS 
The first achievement tests given to this group were 
the Science Research Associates Tests called the SRA 
Achievement Series. These showed the grade equivalent of 
member a of the group, end the percentile rank of' the group as 
compared with national norms in the followinrs areas: work 
study skills such es the use of references and charts; the 
readinr comprehension and vocabulary skills; language arts 
skills such as spelling, capitalization and r~rammar; ari th-
metic skills such as reasonin~, understandinr. arithmetical 
concepts, actual computation; and a combination of all groups. 
In the SBA T~sts, Table XIII gave the grade equivalents of 
members of the group in work study and other skills in 
academic subjects. A combination of the gr~N~ equivalents 
of the students of the eroup was also shov-m in Table XIII. 
Since the test was given in the sprine; of tho year, the zroup 
showed have been workinrr some where between the sixth month 
and the ninth month of the fifth grade. 
Table XIII was condensed to show only those achieving 
below rsrnde level in the SRA Achievement Tests in tho 
followin~: 
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TABLE XIII 
GRADE EQUIVJ\LEN'I'S OF THE STUDENTS IN 'l'HE FIFTH GRADE 
FROM THE SCI"E:I'lCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATE TEST SCORES 
T~'.]e of Work-Study Skills 
Onarts nef erences 
Grades Boys Girls Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf 
e.6-8.9 3 67 3 85 1 69 l~ 85 8.o-8.5 2 64 6 82 12 68 11 81 
7.6-7.9 3 62 9 76 !+ 5'6 8 70 
7.0-7.5 14 59 11 67 10 52 7 62 
6.6-6.9 5 45 8 56 3 42 5 55 
6.o-6.5 15 lfo 20 48 9 39 15 50 
5.6-5.9 4 25 7 28 'f 30 7 35 
5.o-5.5 11 21 13 21 5 26 9 28 
!i. 6-4. 9 4 10 4 8 9 21 10 19 
h.0-4.5 3 6 'f !+ 10 12 6 9 
3rd 2 3 1 2 3 3 
2nd 1 1 1 1 
Comprehension 
Reading 
Vocabulary 
Grades Boys Girls Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf 
e.6-6.g 4 69 3 85 2 69 ~ 85 _, 
s.o-8.5 8 65 7 82 3 67 It 82 
7.7-7.9 1 57 ti 75 2 61i 3 78 
7.0-7.5 6 56 [:;'. 71 9 62 11 75 ./ 
6.6-6.9 4 so 9 66 5 53 8 64 
6.o-6.5 10 1+6 12 57 l!i '-i 8 13 56 5.6-5.9 8 36 7 45 2 31f 11 43 5.o-5.5 7 28 l'-l 38 8 32 11 32 4.6-4.9 5 21 9 24 1-l 21-t 6 21 
Ii. 0-4. 5 7 16 9 15 9 20 10 15 
3rd 7 9 6 6 10 11 5 5 
2nd 2 2 1 1 
TAPiif>: XIII {cont'd) 
GT? 41:B EOUIVAL F1'7T7 t:? ?Tn' srrUDF1J?S rn ?HE PIP!':{ GRADE 
ft'HOH r;'H? SCIBNCt; nr:::mti.rwH AS~iOCIA'l'ES TEST SC0'1FS 
Lnnp:ua~o .. Arts 
r.npi sl!zation ,·~ran:mer 
Soellin1r Punctuntlon Usor:e 
Grade Boys slris k=eioys Girls 8o"!S d!rls 
" r cf f cf r er f Cf· r cf r cf 
A.6-8.q Ii t.o 15 85 ~ 69 1 f-5 1 69 ~ e5 i. .... ,,. _, .... 
f .o-e.~ 11 65 1~ 70 5 66 9 76 . 3 6E 5 80 
746-7.9 3 55 r 61 11 67 c:: 6r. 11 75 
"" 
.1 •• .1 
1.0-1.r; 20 5'-i 30 52 9 53 6 56 12 60 21t 6'~ 
6.6-6.9 1 .31l 2 22 6 h~ 15 50 2 l~f ~ }.f,0 '1'' .,; 6.o-6.5 10 33 5 20 5 3· 11 35 7 ~i6 14 37 
5.6-5.i9 2 15 9 33 6 2~ 3 39 3 23 5.o-.5.t) 4 23 7 13 9 2',, 7 1 } 17 36 11 20 
'~. 6-ti. 9 4 19 2 6 '5 15 '-i 11 rJ 19 2 9 ;J I~• O-l! • r.J 5 15 2 1.t '~ 10 3 7 10 lit 7 7 3rd 5 10 1 2 6 6 Ii lt !~ 'i 
2nd 5 5 1 l 
/\r!thmetie Skills 
l~eason1nrz; Concepts Computntion 
Grade '!'Joys t'.Hrls Boys earls Boys Girls 
r er f cf f er f er f cf r cf 
f!.6-P.9 2 69 '-i 85 7 69 p. 85 1 69 
e.o-r.::; 3 67 5 fl 12 62 17 77 2 6P 2 fc~ ,, 
7•6-7.9 2 76 8 50 f 60 9 66 'l f ".:t .., 1.0-1.5 0 61_~ 9 71i 6 i.~2 6 52 7 57 lt~ 79 
' 6.6-6.9 8 c:c: 8 65 7 36 10 !i6 11 50 11i 65 // 
6.o-6.$ 1$ 47 16 57 13 29 12 36 18 39 23 51 
:).6-5.9 12 32 17 !~1 R 16 7 21i r 21 11 2f 
5~o-~. 5 l~ 20 10 21i ".:t 8 
'-i 17 F 13 10 17 .... lt .6-'.t. 9 10 16 5 lli 2 5 !t 13 5 5 5 7 
!i.O-!t. 5 2 6 1. 9 2 3 5 9 2 2 _,, 
3rd 3 1i c: 6 3 ti .... 
2nd 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 
TABLE XIII (cont'd) 
GRADE EC::.UIVALEWTS OF TT!P, STUD~1'!'i.1S IN THI<: FIPTH Gl1ADE 
FROM THE SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES TEST SC0'.1ES 
(:fombi.nat :l on 
Grade Boys Girls Total 
f cf f cf f cf 
8.6-f.9 3 69 2 85 5 153 
e.o-e.s 6 66 8 83 11-l 149 
7.6-7.9 7 60 8 75 15 135 
7.0-1.5 4 53 16 67 20 120 
6.6-6.9 12 1-l 9 8 51 20 100 
6.o-6.5 9 37 18 )~3 27 eo 5.6-5.9 9 28 11 25 20 53 5.0-5.5 10 19 4 14 lli 33 
li .6-li. 9 5 9 7 10 12 19 4. 0-1-l. 5 4 4 3 3 7 7 
3:."d 
2nd 
'~5 
Reading 
Ref er- Compre- Reading 
enc es Charts hens ion Vocabula~ SEellinej 
Boys 21 26 28 32 23 
Girls 21 28 ~8 32 13 
Totals 42 54 66 6l1 36 
Lan~ua~e Arts Arithmetic Skills 
Cap. and Compu-
Punct. Gra'."'.:!nar Reason ConceEts tntion Comb. 
Boys 24 36 20 8 13 19 
Girls 18 20 2~ 17 17 11.! 
Totals '-i2 56 ~~ 25 30 .23 
The lnrgo number of students achiovinG below grade level in 
the above skills might revenl the cause of potential under-
achievement in reading, language arts, and arithmetic, in 
this or in later school grades. 
Table XIV shaered the grade equivalents for the name 
skills as Table XIII, in the SRA Achievement Tests, hut for 
the "C" group of students. A few students were shO't·m irnrldn~ 
above the fifth grade level, at which this test wns r_dven. 
In the combined scores as shown in Table XIV only two were 
performing above grade level, four on Grade level, and seven 
below grade level. These "C" stude:r:ts at this level were in 
the regular program. Those pupils ochieving below r:;rade 
level showed a cause of underachievement which placed them 
in the "C" progra-rn at the seven th grade level. 
TABLE XIV 
GRADE E~.tTIVALENTS OF "C" STUDEUTS HT TIHJ 1'1 IFTH GRADE 
FROM THE SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCI !\TES TE8T SCOBRS·:~ 
T~rp e of Work Stu~ Sl{ills Read in~ 
el'erence arts "omorehensi on Vocabulart 
Grade ~oys .Girls ...• Boys Girls . Boys Girls Boys Gir s 
f cf f cf f.:cf·,rf cf ,, r cf . f " 'cf f cf f cf 
~th 1 6 
7th 1 6 1 7 1 7 1 7 
6th 1 5 2 6 1 5 1 6 l 7 l 6 
5th 1 '~ 1 ti 1 4 2 5 2 6 2 6 l 6 !~th 2 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 4 2 l..i 2 5 3 5 
3rd 1 1 1 1 l 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 
2nd 1 1 1 1 
Lan~uage Arts 
Capitalization 
and Grammar 
Spelling Fune tu at ion Usage 
G't"nde Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf 
8th 1 7 1 6 
7th 1 6 1 7 
6th 2 5 2 6 
5th l 3 l 6 1 7 
4th 2 6 1 2 1 5 2 4 1 5 4 6 
3rd 2 4 1 1 4 4 1 2 3 Ii 1 2 
2nd" 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-:} Two students did not take the tests. 
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TARLE XIV (cont'd) 
GBADE E0UIV!\LffiJTS CP "C" STUDTI'NT8 IN THE FIFTH GRADE 
FROM THE scrr.:rrnE 'RESEARCH ASSOCIATE TEST SCOBBS 
Grades 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
Grades 
7 
6 
r:: 
/ 
!i 
3 
Ari throat 10 Slrills 
Reasonin~ 
Boys Girls 
Concepts 
Boys G!rls 
f cf r cf f cf f cf 
1 7 
2 6 1 6 
1 6 ~ 7 2 ti 1 5 
-' 5 5 2 2 2 1-i 
3 4 2 2 
1 1 
Combination 
Boys Girls 
f cf r cf 
1 6 
1 5 
4 7 
3 4 2 3 
1 1 1 1 
Cor.1.Putntion 
Boys Girls 
f cf f cf 
2 6 
3 }_J 
1 1 
Total 
r cf 
1 13 
1 12 
Ii 11 
5 7 
2 2 
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Table XV revealed the percentile rank of the students 
in the same skills as listed previously from the SRA Achieve-
ment Tests. This Table also gave the percentile rank of the 
students for the combination scores from tho same tests. 
The percentile ranks should be interpreted not as 
standards to be met but as aids in evaluation. Those students, 
therefore, achieving below the 30th percentile in the s1rills 
in academic subjects might be potential underachievors. 37 
Condensed to show separately those students workinr, at or 
below the 30th percentile, Table XV revealed the following 
·::eading 
Ref er- Compre- Readinr; 
enc es Charts hension Vocabulary Spelling 
Boys 16 17 25 27 23 
Girls 11 16 21± 20 7 
Totals 27 33 '.i 9 47 30 
Lnno:uarr;o Arts Arithmetic Skills 
Cap. and Compu-
Punct. Grammar Reason Conce:ets ta ti on Comb. 
Boys 15 21., 2'i 8 l!i 9 
Girls 11 7 18 12 l~ 9 
Totals 26 31 42 20 27 18 
37. Adams, Georgia S.~ and Torgerson, 'l~heodorG L., 
Heasurement and Evaluation, (new York: The Dryden Press, 
!956), p. 60. 
facts: 
1~ 9 
TABLE XV 
PE'RC'SJ\iTILE RANK OF THE STUDENTS IN THE FIFTH <Pi1\DE 
FROM THE SCIENCE RESEARCH AS:SOCIATES TEST SCORES 
T::i::£ e of Work Study Skills 
Percentile References CF:iarts 
Rank Boys Girls :Soys Girls 
f cf f cf r cf f cf 
91~100 8 69 13 85 5 69 10 85 
81~90 5 61 12 72 11 61+ 8 75 
71-80 7 56 8 60 10 53 12 67 
61-70 11 49 12 52 7 lt3 12 55 
51-60 8 38 11 40 6 36 9 43 
41-50 4 30 6 29 4 30 9 34 
31-!J 0 10 26 12 23 9 26 9 25 
21-30 6 16 5 11 4 17 7 16 
11-20 5 10 !t 6 10 13 6 9 
1-10 5 5 2 2 3 3 3 3 
C omE re hens ion 
RoadiEf. 
Percentile 'ilocabulari 
Rank Boys Girls f3oys Girls 
:f cf f cf' f cf f cf 
91-100 5 69 1+ P:5 5 69 Q 85 / 
81-90 10 6'-i 10 81 8 64 6 76 
71-80 fl 54 7 71 6 56 e 70 
61-70 6 46 10 61~ 5 50 11 62 
S1-60 4 1-i 0 7 54 12 45 12 51 
41-50 5 36 7 1-t 7 3 33 lli 39 
31-1-t.O 6 31 16 40 3 30 5 25 
21-30 5 25 8 21-i 5 27 5 20 
11-20 9 20 11 16 12 22 10 15 
1-10 11 11 5 5 10 10 5 5 
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TABLE XV (cont'd) 
PERCENTILE RANK OF THE STUDENTS IN THE FIFTH GRADE 
FROM THE SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATE TEST SCORES 
Percon-
Lan~uage Arts 
Cap taiization Grammnr 
tile SEellin~ ana· Punctuation U:rnr:e 
'Rank Boys G rls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
r cf f cf' r cf f cf f cf f cf 
91-100 7 69 23 85 10 69 11-l 85 2 69 10 85 
81-90 10 62 14 62 3 59 9 71 10 67 17 75 
71-80 8 52 9 48 11 56 l!t 62 8 57 18 58 
61-70 9 44 17 39 5 45 10 48 2 It 9 8 40 
51-60 10 35 6 22 7 40 13 38 6 1-i 7 6 32 
41-50 2 25 8 16 10 33 7 25 12 ltl 9 26 
31•40 1 8 8 23 7 18 5 29 10 17 
21-30 i 23 2 7 5 15 ~ 11 8 21-J 5 7 11-20 19 2 5 6 10 7 10 16 l 2 
1-10 13 13 3 3 l-J 4 2 2 6 6 1 l 
Percen- Arithmetic Skills 
tile Reasoning ConceEts Com:eutation 
Rank Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf r cf f cf 
91-100 6 69 7 85 13 69 12 85 10 69 lli 85 
81-90 5 53 7 78 18 56 21 73 7 59 5 71 
71-80 i 58 10 71 9 38 9 52 5 52 16 66 61·-70 54 11i 61 3 29 15 1-i 3 6 !~ 7 8 so 
51·-60 11 46 8 47 6 26 6 28 9 l..i l 12 1.i 2 
l.il-50 6 35 12 39 9 20 5 22 8 32 10 30 
31-40 5 29 9 27 3 11 5 17 10 24 7 20 
21-30 13 24 9 18 3 8 ~ 12 6 l'~ 5 13 11;..20 9 11 4 9 3 5 ·l 8 5 8 2 8 
1-10 2 2 5 5 2 2 1-J 4 3 3 6 6 
TABLE XV (cont'd) 
PERCENTILE RANK OP THE STUDENTS IN THE FIFTH GRADE 
FROM THE SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIA'J'ES TEST SCORES 
Percentile Com.binntion Girls Total Rank Boys 
f cf f cf f cf 
91-100 6 69 9 85 15 154 
81-90 11 63 13 76 21~ 139 
71-80 5 52 15 63 20 115 
61-70 3 l.i.7 10 48 13 95 
51-60 7 h!.i. 1~ 38 21 82 l~l-50 14 37 21.i. 22 61 
31-40 14 23 7 16 21 39 
21-30 2 9 3 9 5 18 
11-20 5 7 l.i. 6 9 13 
1-10 2 2 2 2 4 4 
51 
52 
Table XVI gave the percentile ranks far the same skills 
from the SRA Achievement Tests as did Table XV except they 
are for the "C" students. From the Table XVI, for the ''C" 
' group, the most important !'net revealed was tbat all thirteen 
"C" students were achieving at or below the 30th percentile 
in readinG comprehension. This fact might reveal a possible 
cause for underachievement of the group in other areas. In 
the Combination Scores for Table XVI no boy achieved above 
the 30th percentile, but five of the girls achieved between 
the 30th and 50th percentiles. 
At the elementary level, the norm most widely used 
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was the grade equivalent. Adams and Torr,erson believed that 
By menns of such norms, student scores on each 
section of an achievement test can he interpreted by 
comparing them ~nth the average scores attained by 
students of various grade levels in the normint, 
population. 
These norms enabled the teacher to decide whether n student 
beginning the seventh grade, (Grade equivnlent 7.0) or as 
well in reading vocabulary as the averar.:e student c ompletin.g 
tho sixth grade (grade equivalent 6.9). Adams and Torgerson 
nlso pointed out the use of the grade equivalents in the 
following quotations: 39 
By menns of r,rade equivalents, the tes.cher can 
translate n student's tests scores into comparable 
38. ~·' p. 9i. 
39 • .!£!£., p. ~4. 
TABLE XVI 
PERCENTILE 'R/\NK 0:71 THE "C" STUDENTS IN THE FIFTH 
GRADE FROM THE SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES TEST SCORES 
Percentile 
Rank 
91-100 
81-90 
71-80 
61-70 
51-60 
41-50 
31-40 
21-30 
11-20 
1-10 
Percentile 
Rank 
91-100 
81-90 
71-80 
61-70 
51-60 
1+1-50 
31-lio 
21-30 
11-20 
1-10 
1fyPe of, Hork Stuay Skills 
References Charts 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
r cf f cf r cf r cf 
1 7 
1 6 1 6 
2 5 2 5 
1 3 
2 3 1 2 
1 l l ] 
C'.Jomorefiension 
Read in~ 
Boys' 
f cf 
1 6 
2 5 
3 3 
Girls 
f cf 
1 7 
2 6 
h '+ 
1 6 
2 7 
1 5 
1 5 1 ti 
1 1+ 1 3 
2 3 
1 1 2 2 
Vocabulary 
\ Roys Girls 
f cf 
2 6 
1 '-i 
3 3 
f cf 
1 7 
1 6 
1 5 
3 Ii 
1 1 
53 
54 
TABLE XVI (cont'd) 
PERCENTILE RANK O? THE "C" 2.TUDfl·!T S IN 'I1HE PIFTH GRADE 
FROM THE SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES TEST SCORES 
Lanr;uage Arts 
Capitalization Grammar 
Percentile s:eelli~ and Punctuation Usar:e 
Rnrik Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf 
<?1-100 1 7 
81-90 
71-80 
61-70 1 6 
1'1-60 2 5 2 7 
l~l-50 1 3 1 5 
31;;:t~o 1 2 1 !4 2 .., I 
21-30 1 6 2 3 li 6 1 5 
11-20 2 6 3 5 1 2 2 4 
r·l-10 l+ 4 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 
Arit hinetic Skilis 
Percentile Reasoning Concepts Comoutntion 
Rank- Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys U-irls 
f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf f cf 
91;..100 
81-io 1 7 7J.- 0 2 7 
61-70 
.51-60 1 7 2 6 '-~1-50 1 6 1 5 2 6 
31-40 1 5 1 6 2 
' ·-~ 21-30 1 6 ·1 1~ 1+ 4 1 4 1 5 1 ·2 11-20 5 5 3 3 2 3 3 4 1 1 1-10 1 1 1 1 
TA~LE XVI (cont'd) 
PERCENTILE Rl\ffi{ Oii' TIE~ "C" STUDENTS rn TH~ PIFTH GRADE 
FROM THE SCIB:HCE RESEARCH A'.-~~OCIATES TEST SCORES 
Percentile 
·'lonk 
91-100 
fl-90 
71-80 
61-70 
51-60 
l+l-50 
31-40 
21-30 
11-20 
1-10 
Combination 
Boys Girls 
f cf f cf 
2 6 
3 4 
1 1 
1 7 
l+ 6 
2 2 
Tot nls 
f cf 
1 13 
'~ 12 2 8 
3 6 
3 ) 
units and thus interpret his relative achievement 
in two or more areas. He records a series of o:rade 
equivalents in the student's cumulntivc:: record;· he 
compares them with grade equivalents recorded for 
tests administered in previous grades as a basis for 
judging the student's progress; he uses them as a 
basis for ·1nterpretin~ to parents the student's 
profile of strengths and weaknesses in achievement. 
The g:r-ade equivalent was most anplicnbl e only for skill 
subjects in which continued instruction is p:i ven.'40 
II. I011A SIL ErIT' REl'\DIN0 TESTS 
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The Iowa Silent Reading Tests were given to this group 
at the seventh grade level. The grade equi val en ts ond percen-
ti1e ranks f'or these tests were computed, as was also a total 
.f"or the entire group. Table XVII presented the grade equiv-
aients for eight readinr: skills and the total p;rade from the 
r0,~a Silent Reading Test Scores. The cumulative frequencies 
at tho sixth grade level in Table XVII represented the number 
of: students 'trnrkinr: below the seventh grade level (nt ·which 
level the test was administered) in the followin0' regding 
sk:t11S: 
Rending Skills 
Rate 
Compre he nsi on 
Directed Reading 
Word Menning -
Paragraph Comprehension 
Sentence Meaning 
Al phabeti zinr:; 
Index --
Total 
-------4 0. ~. ' p • 57. 
Number of Students 
57 58 
56 
~2 81 
69 
55 
!i 7 
5!t 
57 
TABLE XVII 
GRADE EQUIVALENTS OF THE STUDENTS IN THE ST~VENTH GRADE 
FROM THE IOWA SILENT READING TEST SCORES 
Grade Compre- Directed Word Paragraph 
Level Rate hens ion Readinpj !v!eaninz; Como. 
r er f cf f cf r er f cf 
12 ll9 186 19 186 40 1fl6 12 186 29 186 
11 13 137 19 167 2 Hi6 5 17h 13 157 
10 1~ 12).i 9 lli4 15 169 1 lti4 
9 7 112 28 .·148 15 135 22 154 11 ll-i3 
8 20 105 26 120 30 120 36 132 25 132 
7 28 85 36 9'A 31i 90 !-i4 96 26 107 6 9 57 27 5. 24 56 33 52 !-i 7 81 
5 13 1.J 8 13 31 22 32 l'i 19 10 34 
l.j. 9 35 7 18 4 10 2 5 11 2li 
3 17 26 10 11 2 6 9 13 
2 9 9 l 1 2 4 3 3 3 4 
1 2 2 l 1 
Sentence Alphabet-
G:rade meaning :I.zing Index Total 
Level r cf r er T er r--cr 
12 17 186 82 186 43 186 22 le6 
11 l 169 5 104 9 164 
10 16 168 1 99 31.i l!.i3 15 155 
9 7 152 13 98 12 11.i.O 
8 25 145 17 85 '-i 1 109 32 128 
7 51 120 13 68 21 68 42 96 
6 27 69 15 55 18 47 31 54 
5 23 42 17 '.J.O 21 29 17 23 
4 13 19 5 23 l.j. 8 3 6 
3 1 6 9 18 2 4 1 3 
2 3 5 8 9 2 2 2 2 
1 2 2 1 1 
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When the totnl grnde 54 Has used as n porccnta~e of the 186 
tnk:inr: the test 29 per cent uere undernchievin~ in a total 
readinc; score. Six of the ei""ht other skills show nn even 
larger per cent of the students studiec were lacking in basic 
readin~ skills. 
Another way of showin::i: possible undeJ•achievement in 
reading on the seventh c;rade level is to c;i ve the per ccmtile 
ranlts of the students in roadinr skills from the Iowa Silent 
Readin,-:i; Test as tabulated in Table XVIII. The number of 
students workin13 at or be low the 30th percentile shown in 
Table XVIII is presented separately as folloHs: 
Reading Skills 
Rate 
Comprehension 
Directed Roodin~ 
Word Heoninr: , 
,.) 
Paragraph Comp~ehcnsion 
Sentence Meaning 
Alphabetizing 
Use of Index 
Total 
Wumber of Students nt or 
Below 30th Pcrcontilc 
t~ 7 
53 56 
1+2 
1+1 
57 
lio 
'+3 1+5 
The totnl number of 45 students represented 24.1 per cent of 
the total 186 students tnkinr:; the tests. These facts would 
show potential underachievement. 
Table XIX showed the r;rade equivalents for the rending 
skills of the 11 C" group on Iowa Silent Ticcdinc Tests at the 
seventh grade level. On the Total Score only two wore per-
f'orming on grado level and none we1"e perfoming above. 
'}~able XX presented the percentile ranks for the same scores 
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TABLE XVIII 
PERCENTILE RANK OP THE STUDENTS IN THE SEV1::NTH GRADE FROM 
THE IOHA SILENT READING TEST SCORE 
Pere en- Comp re- Directed Word Para13raph 
tile Rate hension Reading Hean1r ComE• 
Rank f cf f cf f cf 'f c f cf 
91-100 26 186 9 186 l'i 186 11 186 9 lt6 
f 1-90 26 160 31 177 Hi 172 25 175 21 177 
71-80 13 13ll 29 146 25 158 18 150 is 156 
61-70 17 121 25 117 28 133 18 132 23 llil 
51-60 16 lg'~ 2ti 92 18 105 30 ll!i 15 118 lil-50 31 18 87 16 ~'$ 25 103 31-llO 10 57 15 68 13 69 26 37 1e 
21-30 12 47 25 53 19 56 19 42 13 !il 
11-20 8 35 12 28 18 37 13 23 6 28 
1-10 27 27 16 16 19 19 10 10 22 22 
Pere en- Sentence Alphabet-
tile m~aning izinr-; Inde='= Total 
Rank r cf r· cf f cf r--cr 
91-100 16 186 30 186 45 186 25 186 
51-90 18 170 35 156 22 161 
71-80 8 152 20 121 35 141 9 139 
61-70 13 144 14 101 2ii 106 20 130 
51-60 29 131 19 87 16 82 19 110 
41-50 13 102 13 68 22 66 2h 91 
31-40 32 89 15 55 1 44 22 67 
21-30 26 57 16 40 15 43 15 45 
11-20 13 31 7 24 21 28 21 30 
1-10 ic 18 17 17 7 7 9 9 
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TABLE XIX 
GRADE EQUIVALENTS FOR THB "C" GROUP IN THE SEVENTH '.1RADE 
FROH THE IOWA SILENT READIIn TEST SCORES 
Dir. Hord Para. Sen. Use 
Grade Rste Comore. Read. Mean. Comp. Mean. Alpha. Index Total 
Level f cf f cf f cf f cf ref fCf f cf f cf f cf 
12 1 15 
11 1 15 3 l!.i 1 15 
10 1 14 
9 2 11 
8 1 15 1 15 2 15 1 15' 1 15 1 9 1 13 
7 2 11~ 2 14 1 lli 1 13 1 11~ 3 11~ 1 8 2 12 2 15 
6 1 12 2 12 ti 13 5 12 2 13 1 11 l 7 1-+ 10 3 13 
5 l 11 2 10 li 9 Ii 7 4 11 5 10 1 6 2 6 7 10 
ti 2 e 3 5 3 3 3 5 1 5 '+ '+ 3 3 3 5 10 3 6 3 7 1 2 3 '~ 2 2 5 2 3 1 2 3 li , 1 1 1 ..... 
1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TtlPLE XX 
PERCENTILE RA!r'i\: OI~ "C" S 7UD-r,1'TT S IN '11HP. S EVSWTH fi-RADE 
FROM THE IQ1t.1A SILENT READING TEST SCORES 
Pere en- Dir. Word Para. Sen. Use 
tile Rate Compre. Read. Hean. Como. Mean. Alpha. Index Total 
Rank fCf f er ref r-a: ref f cf f c1~ r cf f cf 
91-100 1 15 
Pl-90 1 15 
71-80 2 15 1 15 'l l'+ 2 15 _, 
61-70 1 13 1 15 2 15 2 11 
C:l-60 2 13 1 0 2 13 2 15 / / 
!il-50 2 12 1 11 1 11+ 1 8 2 11 
31-tio 1 10 'l 11~ 2 14 1 lO 1 15 1~ l"< 2 7 2 13 _,; _, 
21-30 1 9 2 11 2 12 1 9 1 11+ 2 9 3 9 2 11 _, 
11-20 ?, 9 5 10 < 8 h 11 3 7 1 c::: 3 6 3 9 _, _,, _,, 
1-10 8 8 6 6 5 5 5 5 7 7 I 1-i '+ '+ 3 3 6 6 '-~ 
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of the "C" 3roup i:ri the same skills. Though two students 
ranlt above the .50th percentile, most of them a !'e below. 
The scores might have led to their placement in the "C" 
group. 
III.. DIFF E1T~7T IAL APTITUDE TESTS 
The American hiBh school has had a provision for 
differentiated curricula. The provision for 3uch curricula 
was not enough to ensure tho ~nhie vement. of' dP. ~il"P CJ goals; 
students must be assisted in understandi!J0 their ol.~ interests 
and abilities in order to mnlrn the best choice from this 
Lil 
curricula. The f ollowin~ are siven bJ Adam nnd Tor~erson 
as useful p;uides to choosin~ experiences in which the student 
is most likely to be successful: "a stud cnt 's marks, his 
achievement-tests scores, his experiences in extra-curricula 
and work-experience activities, the economic status of his 
1i2 family, and data from his cumulative record. 11 Apti.tude 
tests can he of r;reat value in aidinr pupils in the tasks of 
self-appraisal and educational planning. 
At the eighth grade level, the Differential Aptitude 
Tests were given to the 0'.roup studie a to ascertain their 
1-t.l. ~., p. 89. 
1-t,2. ~· 
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general aptitude in certain areas such as verbal reasoning, 
numerical ability, abstract reasoninr, space relations, 
mechanical reasoning, clerical speed ond accuracy, language 
usage and general mental maturity. In Table XXI the porcen-
tile ranks for the students in these various oroas were 
listed. Those students with aptitudes at or below the JO th 
percentile in the various areas of the DAT battery as sho"t--m 
in Table XXI were given separately as follows: 
Area 
Verbal Reasoning 
Numerical Ability 
Abstract Reasoning 
Space Relations 
Mechanical Reasoninri; 
Clerical Speed and Accuracy 
Spelling 
Sentence Usage 
Vr. and Na. 
Number of Stu a ent s 
64 
79 
1-i5 
33 
61 
75 
Ii 9 48 
67 
The sixty-seven showinr, a ~eneral mental maturity at the 30th 
percentile represented 31.6 per cent of the 212 takin~~ the 
test. 
IV. OCCUPATIO!-JAL INTET?EST IHVE!ITORY 
The occupational Interest Invent ocy was e;i ven to this 
group at the eighth grade level and the percentile ranks were 
tabulated according to fields of interest, types of interest 
and levels of interest in Table XX:II. Under types of interest, 
at or below the 30th percentile were the following facts: 
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TABLE XXI 
PITT CENT ILE RANKS FOR THE DIFPBRETJTIAL l\PTITUDE TEST 
SCORES Nr Ttm EIGHTH GRADE LEVEL 
Vr. 
Pere en- Wumc::>- and 
tile Verbal ical Abst. Snace !'1ech. Cler. ~ Sen. Na. Rank er - er er er er er -er Cf 
91-100 212 212 212 212 212 212 212 212 212-::-
Pl-90 190 203 185 192 199 200 203 196 200 
71-80 172 193 1()7 175 18l~ 190 193 85 192 
61-70 151 177 131 l'-t.2 152 168 156 1-49 169 
5J.·...:6o 137 163 121 126 138 160 142 11~1 159 
1+1-50 128 139 96 93 115 140 122 109 138 
31-40 85 97 64 55 84 92 76 68 95 
21-30 61i 79 45 33 61 75 ti9 1+e 67 
11-20 35 i~ 7 16 15 1+1 32 28 21+ 35 
1-10 29 36 8 12 21-t 26 23 16 29 
-=~ 27 ~.aa not take the test. 
TABLE XXII 
PERCEKTILE R.l\TJKS T"OTf TH:S FIELDS OF' IWTERE~~1' OF 'PHE 
OCCUPATIONAL DTTER!£'ST H!V'~';TORY f.T TEE rnGHTH 0Rf\.DE LEV1<;L 
1: ields of Interests 
Per. !iritfi-
Percentile Soc. Nat. He ch. Bus. me tic Science 
Tfonr:e er er er -- c!' --er-er 
91-100 212 212 212 212 212 212-::-
P.1-90 187 207 202 203 105 206 
71-80 177 192 200 181 201 190 
61-70 151 181 185 166 181 171+ 
51-60 131+ 155 179 11 ~5 170 i 1+e 
'11-50 103 1~8 16[ 121+ 15'7 119 _, 
31-40 76 110 132 91 118 9!+ 
21-30 5F 76 117 57 96 71 
11-20 23 56 88 29 eo 1-i 9 
1-10 11 39 55 16 59 29 
'f~rpes of Interests Levels of Interest 
Percentile Verbal Manip. ComEosite 
'ianr;e cf cf cf cf 
91-100 212 212 212 212 
fll-90 207 205 198 188 
71-80 189 195 176 156 
61-70 162 187 l'-tl.+ 143 
51-60 135 168 116 124 
41-50 lOlt 136 95 93 
31-1.iO 69 79 64 87 
21-30 3h 35 36 60 
11-20 15 20 15 46 
1-10 4 9 10 36 
-:: 27 did not take the test. 
Verbal 
Manipulativo 
Composite 
Number of Students 
3'-l 
35 
36 
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Sixty were listed at the 30th percentile in levels of interest. 
Thorndike and Hagen stated of the Occupational Interest 
Inventory the iollowinz: 
Reliability date tend to indicate that this 
instrument is not suitable for use with individuals. 
At the present time, it would probably be wise to 
consider the inventory to be an experimental 
instrument arrl not s1uitable for use in counseling individual students.43 
In Chapter IV tho grade equivalents and the percentile 
ranks for the scores for the Science Research Associate 
Tests, Achievement Series, administered nt tho fifth era de 
level were given for both the main and the certificate groups. 
The grade equivalents and tho percentile ranks for tho scores 
for the Iowa Silent Tests for reading skills adrninistered nt 
the sixth grade level, were also eiven for tho main and 
certificate groups. 
For the Differential Aptitude Test Scores, found ot 
the eighth grade level, percentile ranks were given for 
nine specinl areas, and for n combination of verbal and 
numerical reasoning. 
The oercentile ronks for the Fields of Interests, 
Types of Interest and Level of Interest of the scores of the 
Occupational Interest Inventory Tests given at the eighth 
43. Thorndike and Hag9n, .2!?.• ill•, p. 5f7. 
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graae level were also listed. It wns concluded that tho 
low level or interest as indicated on the Occupational 
Interest Inventory of some of the croup might represent one 
of the reasons for unde~achievcment. 
All these tests hnvo presented ncores for same of the 
r.::,roup which might. be a basis for predictinz, under achieverne nt. 
CHl\PTE\1 V 
orHER FACTORS IN UNDETIACHIEVEMENT 
I. HEALTH, E'Mor IOHAL Aim P:CRSON'/\LI'I"l HABITS 
When data were being evaluated to find possible causes 
of a student's underachievement, it appeared necessary to 
note those factors which pertained to health, emotional 
problems, and personality habits, which might have in-
fluenced his learning. The state of a student's health has 
been considered an important factor in un,::·::i":'achievement. 
DaHaan and Kough stated: 
Whether a pupil's physical disability is Sf.:vere 
or minor, it will need detection before he can be 
given the kind of help and treatment he needs in 
order that ~P.e state of his heal th might not prove 
n handicap/l4 
The heal th and physical difficulties of' the expe1~imental 
group were listed from the cumulative folder. These diffi-
culties ranged from fairly simple disorders to more complex 
illnesses, requiring a longer time fro:n which to recover. 
These were listed according to frequency as follows: 
41i. 
1. Emotional disorders •••••••••••• 2!J. 
2. Nervous disorders •••••••••••••• 16 
3. Speech defects •••••.••••••••••• 16 
'-i. Need for eye glasses........... 6 S. Frequent colds ••••••••••••••••• 6 
6. Asthma........ . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 5 
7. Dent al pro bl ems. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ti. 
DeHaon and Kough, 
.2£•, cit., n. 78. 
- . 
8. Ear infections •••••••••••••••••••• 3 
9. Throat infections ••••••••••••••••• 3 
10. Allergies ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
11. Strep infections •••••••••••••••••• 2 
12. Obesity •••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 2 
There was one case of e~cb of the following physical diffi-
culties: 
1. Poor eyesight 
2. Partially blind 
3. Wear sighted 
4. Slightly impaired he a ring 
5. Deafness in one ear 
6. Sinus 
7. Fracture of the leg 
8. Fracture of the cranium 
9. Fracture of the arm 
10. Thyroid insuff icioncy 
11. Bulbar polio 
12. Poor coordination 
13. Knee injury 
Hi.. Pneumonia 
15. Severe case of Measles 
16. Stomach ulcers 
17. Back injury 
18. Severe accident 
19. Low blood pressure 
20. Hee.rt murmur 
21. Kidney infections 
22. Liver disorder 
2~. Perthes disease 24. Spinal meningitis 
25. Laceration of tho foot 
26. Physchologicol pain 
27. Teenage hypochrondriac 
28. Epiletic fits 
29. Aphaxia (inability to use the tongue) 
30. Discoloration of the face and body 
31. Osgood Schaltor's disease 
This mn de a total of 120 handicaps. 
Thirty-five students had a poor attendance record. 
Ten of these had absences attributable to a long spell of 
illness from one month to one year. Four students were 
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listed as beinr'.' chronicclly ill with colds, minor sto::nnch 
disorders and the like. The remainder of the ri;roup hnn a 
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good attendance record Hit h no more than one or ti·JO absences 
durinc; nny school year. Hany of the absences were usunll ;{ 
caused by illness, but other than the ten long illnesses 
r:nd the four chronic cases, no record was given to distin-
.s;uish between those absences caused by minor illnesses or 
by other reasons such as imnginery illnesses and ~;ruancies. 
Personality habits have affected achievement, nnd 
many of them caused illnesses and absences. Torrance ~ives 
the followinD'. in re[;ard to mental health and personality: 
Parents want their children to enjoy good mental 
healt~. To help them avoid mental brenkdowns, to 
help them develop their personalities in a heeithy 
manner, are important concerns to any parent.~::> 
Some of those habits more frequently found by toachers nrnone; 
the e::porimental group ·t-iere as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
l-i.. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
ll~. 
Inattention •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t~l1 
Laziness, waste of time, and 
poor work hnbits ••••••••••••••••••••••• lio 
Lack of motivation ••••••••••••••••••••••• 37 
Work not up to cnpacity •••••••••••••••••• 36 
Slow learners •••••••••••••• •.• ••••••••••• • 35 
·Deficiency in fundamentals ••••••••••••••• 35 
Timidity •••••..•.••.• .........•.....••..• 33 
·Feeling of inferiority ••••••••••••••••••• 31 
In-1.llla tt1rit7l • ••••••.••••••••.•••••.••.••.•• 29 
Sensitivity •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 22 
Deficie:icy in rend inc •••••••.••.••.•••••• 21 
Agitation •••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••.••••• 15 
Nosinesn ••.•....... •, .................... . 15 
Trt1anc ie s ••. ••.............•..........•. • 13 
45. Torrence, ££• cit., p. 41~. 
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15. Desire for attention •••••••••••••••••• 12 
16. Lack of self-control •••••••••••••••••• 10 
17. Feeling of rejection •••••••••••••••••• '-~ 
18. Feeling of overconfidence ••••••••••••• 4 
This made a total of four hundred thirty-six different 
inst one es or undesirable hn bits. 
In order to obtain these statistics for the person-
ality habits, the student's entire academic ona personality 
record from the first through the eighth Grades was studied, 
and an attempt was msde to pie!{ out the most general char.ac-
teristics of each student. In this ena lysis two personality 
traits most frequently mentioned by tenc'.1.ers were selected 
as the major problem of each pupil. The words of the teacher 
in describing the student weY'e used, nna if n characteristic 
appeared for one year n.nd was not r.:enernlly typicnl of the 
student, it was not listed. 
II. HEREDITl\RY AND m;vrRONNENT1\I, IIJFLUEHCES 
Han:;r of these personality ha bi ts miCTht hcnre originated 
from parental attitudes towards the students, nna their 
unwillinr;ness to cooper~tc ~:1ith the school and the teacher. 
Poor homo environment, apathy of the parents, and 1 ack of 
parental cooperation with the school were listed for et least 
fourteen students. Forty-nine parents were listed as cooper-
ative with the school. O~her conditions which might have led 
to underachievement wero these: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Death o.f a parent •••••••••••••••• , •••• 12 
Brolten homos •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 
Whims of mothe~ or over Protective 
parents ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
Students with a 3'.uardian other th~n 
parents ••.••.......•...............• 5 
Pressure from parents to achieve •••.•• Ii 
Student's li vinr.: pnrt time td th each 
parent • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • 3 
Illness of father, mother, sister ••••• 3 
Parent's inability to recocnize 
student's wenlcne sses ••••••.•.•.••••• 3 
Too much responsibility for homo 
affairs...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Parents on the defensive •••••••••••••• 2 
!Jack of no justrnent to fester parent ••• l 
Lack of routine in the h02110 ••••••••••• 1 
Tot el 
71 
There mi::,ht have been other home conditions not conducive to 
achievement ruch as the number of other children in the home. 
ShaH in his "Definition rind Identif:l.cotion of Acndemic Under-
achievers" gave this viow: 1t 6 
Family size mid constellation also appcnr to hove 
some bearing upon the existence of underDchievemont, 
with underachievers tenoin" to come from lnrrrnr 
families. ~ 
The nu..-rnber of children in the home::; of the p.roup studied 
were as follows: 
Hur.iber of Homes 
50 6e 
59 
Number Qf Child-ren 
in the Horne 
1 
2 
3 
!~6. Melvin c. Shaw, II, "Definition ond Identification 
of Academic Underachievers, 11 Guidance for the Underachiever 
Hi th Superior Ability, (Washinri:ton, D. c.: --U. S. Deportment 
of Henlth, Education and 1Jelfare, 1961), p. 23. 
Humber of Children 
Humber of Homes--(continued)- in the Home 
37 15 
7 
1 
1 
~ 
6 
7 
11 
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Grandparents, uncles, aunts and other relatives often 
found in homes might confuse the children with too much adult 
authority in the home. At least twenty-one homes had one 
other relative in addition to the parents and other children 
in the home, eleven had two, and three had three. Other 
than to show the number of other relatives in the home, the 
records did not show whether this influenced tho individuals 
of the group. 
If both parents were working, a student miQ;ht be left 
to his own devices in the afternoon. Perhaps no time was 
ziven to help the children or at least to encou·rar;e them in 
their work. In eighty-three of the homes both pnrentn were 
workin~. Amonr, the types of occupations of the parents were 
these: 
Types of OccuEations Father !!other 
1. Professional 20 10 
2. Honar;erial 37 5 
3. Clerical 19 42 
'-i. "Retired 11 0 5. Salesmanship 28 9 
6. Haintenance 5e 13 
7. Labor services 20 0 
8. Passenger service 16 0 
9. Armed service 4 0 
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AlthouBh statistics in the exact kinds of occupations 
for this group nlono were not available, they uere available 
for the entire school for the yeor this experimental rroup 
was in tho eiphth grade. It was not expected that theso 
statistics would differ very far from the total found for the 
entire school. In this stotistical Durvey for the entire 
school 15 per cent of the parents had college doGrees; 
approximately 30-40 per cent had high school diplomns; and 
nearly 50 per cent did not finish hi~h school. Fifteen per 
cent held professional or technical positions, while moro 
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thBn 50 per cent had moderate or lm1 incomes. The home 
influences, education of the parents, la11 income of the 
parents as irell as parental apathy and lack of coonerRtion 
mir~ht have influenced the nchievement of these students. 
III. QU:S3'l1I01F'Ail7E 
Tho questionnaire found in Tnble :-C.'ZIII was r~iven to 
the students on the last day of their eirrhth ~rade year end 
they were requested to stP.te for themselves frec:uencics of 
causes why they had not done their best work. It uns 
interostin~ to note the students placed worry, outside 
interests, laziness, lack of understnndin0 of the uork, 
1-J. 7. Unpublished material from the Committee Report 
on "Home ana Community" o.f the "Self Evaluation Study,n 
from the confidential files of the school of the experimental 
group, 1963. 
TABLE XXIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS t l\NSVERS TO C:UE2·TIOi-ff AFrns 
ON CAus·-;:3 Of.' UNT'ET{J\CHIEVE'MEN'I1 
Causes 
1. Worry 
2. Out side interests 
3. Laziness 
4. La.ck of understanding of the work 
5. Poor instruction 
6. Dislike of the teacher 
7. Lack of interest 
B. Dislike of the teacher's havin7 a 
favorite student 
9. Discouragement 
10. Lack of help when needed 
11. Differences with the teacher 
12. Inability to finish work 
13. Pressure from home to do better 14. Lack of ambition 
15. Already in trouble 
16. Environment of community 
17. Lack of ability 
18. Other causes 
19. Fear of being thou~ht too intelligent 
20. Wrong kind of friends 
21. Poor home conditions 
22. Poor health 
23. Fear of bein~ called en "eg~ head" 24. Classmatestunf'riendliness 
25. Work to support the family 
Yes 
lltO 
123 
116 
110 
lOlt 
101 
100 
100 
98 
B8 
8!t 
67 
63 
42 
'~3 
~F 38 
37 
36 
36 
33 
31 
22 
21 
13 
poor instruction, disliJ{e of the teacher and her fnvorites, 
and lo ck of interest t:\S the greatest causes for their 
inability to do the work of tho .r:rade in accordance with 
their nbility. 
Gladys Dollins in he'!" study on "The Influences of 
i'•Tobilit;r on the Acndemic ProgrGri of Pupils" revoalec.1 thnt: 
••• the children of military personnel nnd civil 
service employees who are forced to transfer so 
frequently from one school to another ••• are retarded 
in their academic achievement when comn~red with 
children in a stable school situation.+c 
Exclusive of the school in which this study was mnao, t;he 
followin:"". numbers of schools were attended: 
Humber of Stud en ts Humber of :)chools 
10~~ 1 
62 2 
1~8 3 
13 4 
5 5 
4 6 
1 10 
1 16 
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Though this shiftin'.! from school to school has been known to 
lead to underachievement, the one student who had attended 
sixteen schools because she was the daughter of an nrmy 
officer hod managed to keep her academic record very hich. 
not all of the group were quite that fortunate. 
1+8. Gladys Dollins, "Influences of i'·!obility on the 
Academic Pro~ress of Pupils in the Fourth ~nd Sixth Grades 
of Quantico Post Elementary School," (unpublished Haster' s 
thesis, University of Rich.'l'Jlond, 1953), p. 28. 
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Sixty-six and one-half per cent of students in this 
study had attended the same school. Sixteen and eir,ht-
tenths per cent came from three other schools, ~na 16.7 per 
cent came from various schools over tho state. This fact 
was important becauae the school from which the lareest 
number came was located in vhat wns considered the 0est of 
the feeder school areas. The homes generally were bott~r, 
the incomes were hichcr, anrJ the school had a reputnt ion 
for bettor instruction of its students. Attendance at too 
many elenentary schools miGht have led the0e students to 
do less than their best. 
High school work has been considered o full time job. 
Holding even part time jobs misht have at times led students 
to underachieve. Ono hundred seventy-five of the r;:roup held 
pru."t time jobs. There wore at least twent::r-four different 
kinds of jobs involved. Seventy-seven girls did mostl~r 
baby-si tt inr, while twenty-nine of the boys cut era ss ~nd 
thirty-one had a paper route. Thii::; could have been ('. ff'ctor 
contributing to underachievement. At least two were advised 
to give up their morninr: pan or routes because they were too 
tired lnter in the day to stay awake in class or to ·study 
at nieht. Only thirteen listed in the questionnaire on 
page 74 gave working to help suppoi't the family as a hindrance 
to achievement. Parents and tenchers have often comp la inea 
of students' havin~ too many activities. liiriam Goldbere; in 
her studier. amon('.1 academically-talented underachievers 
believed th et: 
In reality the hi~h ochievor is socially more 
active, participates in far more extra-curricular 
activities, a~~ has more hobbies and out of school 
interests •••• 
One hundred tuenty-three listed outside interests as 
a hindrance to achievement. Each year the students were 
esk~d to list their activities inside and outside of school 
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and their hobbles. Thest"' were then recorded in the cumulative 
folder from which the followinc lists came: 
number of school 
number of students activities 
139 0 
66 1 
56 2 
24 3 
10 'i 4 5 
Numbor of out siae 
Nu..mber of students activities 
101 0 
I.i.o 1 
'+l 2 
21 3 
12 4 
7 5 
7 6 
11umbor of students number Of hobbies 
139 0 
29 1 
31 2 
26 3 
8 4 
6 5 
49. Goldberg, .£E.• ~., p. 63. 
IV. NUMBER OF GRADES AND SUBJECTS FAILED 
Previous academic success tends to lead to future 
academic success. Twenty-one students fnilecl at lenst one 
grade bolo'," the seventh grade; nine failed two r:rades; and 
one failed three grades. The m.m1ber of subjects failed in 
tho seventh and oishth ernons have been shown in the 
followin~ presentation: 
No. Students Possin~ All No. Subjects Foiled Total 
7th 
8th 
166 
145 
23 
0 
1 2 --1-1!. S"" 
25 5 16 2 2 
18 26 23 17 10 
239 
239 
The grades were averaged for the students in both tho seventh 
and eighth grade with the followin;i: rosul ts: 
Grade 
7th 
8th 
Honor 
Students 
{2 A's and 
nothinr; 
below B} 
16 
18 
Not 
Listed 
23 
0 
A B C b F 
5 53 12 5e 12 
10 43 73 71 24 
Total 
239 
239 
A compilation of the a istri but ion of letter r-rndes in 
each subject Herc listed in Table XXIV for the seventh ~rode 
and Table XY..V for the eio:hth r_srade;. 
V. PSYCrIOLOGICAL EXAHIHAT IOHS 
Twenty of the group were e:i ven individual ps;rch olosical 
examinations. Three of these studied indiv:tduall;:r were from 
Subjects 
Reading 
LiteratuPe 
English 
Spellinr; 
Arithmetic 
History 
Ina. Artn 
Hu sic 
A.,_ r., 
Physical Ea. 
Russian 
Spanish 
Science 
French 
Totals 
TA°'LE XXIV 
DISTi1IRUTION OF JJT:TTER GRt..nrs IN EACH 
SU"qJFCT PT THE SRVE'NTH GRADE 
Grades 
A B 0 D 
,_~ 30 1i6 32 
3 10 12 3 
18 36 72 6i 1 1.i 1, ,. 
l.i 7 62 52 68 
17 51 65 51 
1 6 7 _5 
78 63 27 2 
12 72 62 6 
61 99 27 ),i 
6 3 -.:i _, 
2 8 5 2 
5 52 65 '-~ 0 
3 10 ~ 
258 506 ~51 203 
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!;1 
5 
2 
12 
1 
27 
16 
2 
l 
0 
5 
71 
Sub,jects 
English 
Hone r>;c. 
Art 
lfath. 
History 
Ina. Arts 
~,Tusic 
Physics 
Phy. Ed. 
Biology 
Russian 
French 
Algebra I 
TABLB XXV 
DISTRinDTIOH OF LLTTE11 (}rtADJi.'S IN E!1CII 
SUPJLCT IW THE "'IG'.-IT 1f Gn:'DE 
GrtH]es 
A G D 
6 53 71 57 
~ 21 12 
7 3 
20 37 ~7 so 
18 39 '-i7 66 
2 c: 2f' 32 _,; 
l~ 11 7 3 1, 3P 50 70 
12 1-i 7 97 li6 
19 30 61 54 
3 1-t 1 
1!.i 13 r::; 2 ,,... 
9 6 
Earth Science 6 9 2 1 
Chcmistr:;y 6 11 2 12 
Total 152 3~1 ~ 1 13 ~93 
. 
eo 
1•' 
36 
57 51 
5 
ltl-i 
It 
57 
3 
257 
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the "C" . r;roup. One had avorase ability and tuo hnd 1 ou 
avorar;c ability• All three lacked confidence, needed 
reassurance, and had emotional nroblens. One of this special 
~roup was hendicAppcd with partial denfnesa, ~nether had 
very little ability to do ncademic wor::r, and onotho' hnn too 
many adults nrouna hlm. These facts wo...-·e intel:'p1~eted "lJy the 
p sycholo~ist. 
In a similar psycholo8icnl oxaminntion, the sev~nteen 
students from the reguVrr> classes were found to havo the 
followino; ability: 
Suparior ability 2 
Above avernge ability 7 
Avernr;e nhility 3 
Low average ability 5 
All students were worldn'." as slow-lear·ners. Six. hod reriaing 
difficulties; six were emotionally disturbed; two wanted 
social acceptance; five lacked self confidence; and fou~ had 
a feeling of insecurity. All had problems relating to their 
parents 8na the homo environment such as parents' not speak-
ing, barren background, father ineffectual us hend of the 
family, family financial problems, parental pressures, 
parent's unwillingness to accept a slow-learner child, 
parent's rejection, and generally poor home environment. 
Two did have perceptual difficulties. Only one was actually 
listed as incapable of satisfactory academic work. 'rhe IQ 
range was as follows: 
IQ's Totnl IQ Lc.nruar:e IQ Non-lanf".unr:c 
121-130 1 2 1 
111-120 3 1 1 
lOi-110 6 5 5 
91-100 3 6 5 
81-90 !i 2 1 _,, 
71-80 1 2 
VI • S DlTI'·T A P,y 
Health, emotional, and personality habits have 
frequently been considered major factors influencin~ the 
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IQ 
school life of a st u<lent and his success in academic subjects. 
This rsroup with its large number of health deficiencies 
proved no exception. 'rhe absenteeism shown in this chapter 
resulted in part from the many illnesses of these students. 
Thoir personality habits were many and varied, and only 
those wore listed that mieht have been considnred undesirable. 
Some of the problens of this group in hc.'.1lth and 
personality might have come from poor homo environment ond 
parental apathy. These conditions mi.~:ht; have disturbed them 
to the extent that they became underachievers. Too mony 
other children and too many relatives in the hooie might have 
inf'luenced the ';",...~blem of' underac':lievement. ~1he status of 
the home financially, the extent of their parents 1 education, 
and the emplo·yment of both parents could have been important 
reasons why some of thesn boys and girls dicl not find success 
in academic achievement. 
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Students themselves ho.ve often been nblc to under-
stnna the reasons for the ii-> innbili t7 to progro ss DC8demicolly, 
nna this they stated in their> 01m answers :~n the questionnaire. 
Worry, outside interests, 8nd J.azincs;, ·r(n"'c most frequently 
listed as reasons of unoernchiev<?me:mt h;;r tb..D pupiln them-
selves. 
Attendance at a certaln elm;ientnry school, or ntJ;end-
::mce at mnny schools played 2 nnrt. Some :nn-:-t hn vc vs ea ne ednd 
study time for nnrt timo 1-rork. Only thirteen f0lt thoir 
uorkin':: wns noce ssar;r. Hobhies, outside interen~ s, flnrl school 
activities occupind the t 1-r10 of o 1 fl r.~e numhcr 0{' the "roup, 
hut the lnrc;e numboJ"' wl tli few other int crests r:il ~·bt h.~P:o 
been n en.use for conce-rn. 
?rovious o.cnc1emic Hork s'!o:-rnd 1:1::in:y subject fniln:-cs. 
To state the ceuse of eRc~ fnilure would hsve been lmnossible, 
but certainly enou,sh dato have been ~iven t0 shc::1-.r rnnn:r rensons 
w~;]' these students have no': rcnched their> f'ulle~t potentlal. 
Th~ r·enort of the inci~;:t.dual psycholo,,.ic8l c::;rn~lnn­
tions cove aaaitionnl infoT'Twtion concc:rninr- the rcn::-on why 
t11cnty stui:'ents of this rrronp did not achie,.re their hcst. 
Previoun ncade:mic F0-:"1': shoued rion;r subject foilur>es. 
To state the cause of e~ch fnilure woula hnvc hecn i~n0ssible 1 
but certainl"i"' enour~h data htnre hcen r-:i~len to show rinYly 
t..• - •.. • 
possible causes uhy these stuccnts have not renchcd their 
fullest potential. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMHARY, CONCLUSIOFS' /\ND RECOT·mmmATIONS 
I. SUHMARY 
Many possible causes of underachievoment in an ei~hth 
grade group in a large urban high school have been presented 
in this study. The pro~r3m for the ei0hth grade of this 
large city high school included three levels of ability: 
the "X" program, the "Y" program, and the 11 C11 program. The 
cumulative folders with their many test scores nnd anecdotal 
records wore the main sources of information for the data 
used in this study. Student answers to a questionnaire 7av0 
their opinions for their lack of achievement. 
Literature concerning the causes why pupils have not 
worked up to. their potential capacity was reviewed. Appro;-::-
imately one third of tho students in the fifth grade nnd one 
fourth in the sixth erade were a chicving below e;rnde level. 
Hany were doinc: work below the fiftieth percentile; 
this in itself might indicate a lower levol of achievement. 
Quite a few were working below the 30th percentile. Some 
in the regular program had IQ' s similar to those workin~ on 
the "C" program. Health, emotional problems, and personality 
habits showed many implications for underachievement of the 
students in this experimental group. Parental cooperation 
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and attitudes were not conducive to satisfactory achievement. 
Hany wore failins subjects or matrin.n; low r,rades. If 
this eighth grade were typical of othe~ ei~hth Grado sections 
(and there was no reason to belie vo otherwise) approximately 
the 1 owe st third of tho group would not be expected to at ta in 
normal achievement levels. The range of IQ 1 s below 100, the 
number working below grade level, and the number of the r;roup 
achievinri; below the 30th percentile would indicate less than 
normal work. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
Tho examination of the data presented herein suerests 
the following conclusions: 
1. The lnrr;e percentar;e of students with IQ below 
100 pointed to a need for this study. 
2. The fo. ct that r.iany of these students uore 
achieving one or more grade levels below their 
actual grade placement stimulated an investi-
gation into below grade level work. 
3. A further study needs to be mode to discover why 
many of the students in question were achieving 
at o lor.4' per cent ile in their academic work. 
I '~. The number of those achievin;! below-srnde level 
and below the 50th percentile in the various 
academic skills needs further study in order to 
identify bettor the areas of wenkne~rn. 
P6 
5. The degree of underachievement in readin~ skills 
indicated n need to strengthen the reading proP-ram 
at this level. 
6. The number or those achievinp; below the third 
decile would indicate o possible need to 
ascertain if these students should be plnced 
in the "C" program. 
7. The aptitude tests revealed that more students 
were cnpable of achievinr• th a."'1 did achieve 
acco~ding to the Grade and subjects failed. 
8. Pifty per cont sh owed o low ranlt on the 
occupational interest inventory an to (1) 
fields, (2) types end (3) levels of interest. 
9. A wide variety of physical disorders nnd 
emotional disturbances revealed possible causes 
for lack of achievement. 
10. The considernble number of und e sirnblc person-
ality habits indicated many youn~ people neod 
counseling. 
11. Home influences and environmental surroundin~s 
gave reasons for unde~standinr, sane of the 
underachievement. 
12. Students plncod worry, laziness, and outside 
interest as the main causes of their failure to 
do better work. 
III. 1EG 01-'."7·I"2i'@Al1I 01TS 
The implications of many causes of underochic vcnent 
at the oichth grade level of this group led to thene 
rocommcndotions: 
1. That a continuinz study be made of failing 
students in every ei~hth Grade section to 
determine causes ond possible remedies for 
the failures. 
2. That teachers ma r;uidance counselors be 
encourBged to evaluate the student's achievement 
regularly in terms of all factors involved nnd 
give hir:1 the necessary assistsnce in reachin'l'. 
a higher potential. 
3. That health, emotional problems, and personality 
habits of eishth grade students be studied in 
order to aid and counsel them when they need it. 
4. That there be more conferences among the teachers, 
counselors, and parents in order to und erstnna 
environmental influences. 
5. ThRt teachers and counselors encoura8e and assist 
students with scholastic abilit;r to c.chieve 
their ~2ximun in nll subjects. 
6. That teachers nnd parents aid in offering 
information i'or occupations and vocations so 
that the pupils will be able to select courses 
in line with their interests nnd aptitudes nnd 
in order that fuey !"nay :rnve a definite goal 
towards wh:1.c11 to work. 
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